
  
 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
 
JANELL MOORE, on Behalf of Herself and All 
Others Similarly Situated,  

    Plaintiff, 

 vs. 

ANGIE’S LIST, INC., 

    Defendant. 

  
 
 

CIVIL ACTION NO:__________________ 
 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
 
 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Janell Moore, by and through undersigned counsel, on behalf of herself and all 

persons similarly situated, complains and alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This is a civil action seeking monetary damages, restitution, injunctive relief, and 

declaratory relief from Defendant, Angie’s List, Inc. (“Angie’s List”), arising from Angie’s List 

fraudulent, deceptive, and misleading practice of luring consumers to pay for access to 

purportedly unfiltered reviews, ratings, and search result rankings by consumers of local service 

providers.  In reality, Angie’s List secretly manipulates reviews, ratings, and search results for 

the company’s own economic gain. 

2. Angie’s List operates a paid-membership review service that allows consumers to 

share reviews and ratings of local service providers, such as contractors, dentists, and mechanics.  

Paying members can search reviews and ratings via the Angie’s List website, 

www.angieslist.com. 
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3. According to Angie’s List, a service provider’s position in a member’s search 

results “is determined by their recent grades and number of reviews.  Companies with the best 

ratings from members will appear first.”1  

4. Angie’s List falsely assures consumers that “service providers cannot influence 

their ratings on Angie’s List,”2 “[b]usinesses don’t pay,”3 and “[c]ompanies can’t pay to be on 

Angie’s List.”4  Instead, Angie’s List continuously emphasizes its unique “consumer-first 

philosophy,” which manifests in the company’s “unwavering commitment to placing the 

interests of the consumer first[.]”5  By “always placing the interests of the consumer first,” 

Angie’s List “help[s] [its] members find the best provider for their local service needs.”6 

5. These and similar statements dupe potential and existing members into believing 

that Angie’s List reviews, ratings, and search results are valuable and trustworthy because they 

reflect unfiltered feedback of consumers, for consumers.  Angie’s List’s standardized form 

membership agreement (the “Membership Agreement,” Ex. A hereto) even declares that the 

company “simply acts a passive conduit” for reviews and ratings “based upon actual first-hand 

experiences other users have had[,]” and that Angie’s List “does not endorse” any service 

 
1 See Angie’s List FAQ, “Understanding and sorting search results,” at 
http://support.angieslist.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/54/~/understanding-and-sorting-search-
results (updated Feb. 1, 2015) (last accessed Feb. 25, 2015) (Ex. B hereto). 
2 See Angie’s List 2013 Form 10-K at 2, available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312513074229/d488609d10k.htm 
(excerpt attached as Ex. C hereto). 
3 See, e.g., http://www.angieslist.com/how-it-works.htm (Sep. 11, 2013) (Ex. D hereto); 
http://www.angieslist.com/howitworks.aspx (Apr. 1, 2011) (Ex. E hereto). 
4 See, e.g., http://www.angieslist.com (Dec. 17, 2013) (Ex. F hereto). 
5 See, e.g., Angie’s List Amend. No. 4 to Form S-1 (Nov. 2, 2011) at 2, available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511292292/d222159ds1a.htm 
(excerpt attached as Ex. G hereto). 
6 See, e.g., Angie’s List 2013 Form 10-K at 1, available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312513074229/d488609d10k.htm 
(excerpt attached as Ex. C hereto). 
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providers.7  But this is not the case. 

6. Angie’s List wrongfully conceals from consumers that service providers can and 

do pay to influence “the List” in at least three significant ways, in exchange for paying 

substantial “advertising” fees: 

Artificially Higher Rankings in Search Results 

7. For a price, service providers can pay to appear higher up in members’ search 

results.  Take, for instance, an Angie’s List member who wants to find a plumber.  The member 

can search the Angie’s List website for nearby plumbers.  Her search should pull-up results for 

all nearby plumbers and feature all member reviews for those plumbers, whether good or bad, as 

well as each plumber’s rating (i.e., a letter grade of “A” through “F”).  Importantly, the search 

results should rank plumbers based on the stated objective criteria, such as from highest to lowest 

ratings, those with the best or most positive reviews, or some combination of both.  At the very 

least, the search results should rank plumbers in some other objective order, such as geographic 

proximity. 

8. None of this is how it actually works.  Angie’s List secretly alters the order in 

which service providers are listed in members’ search results.  Angie’s List ranks service 

providers higher based on how much providers pay in “advertising” fees.  In the above example, 

a plumber with an “A” rating and all positive reviews, but who did not pay any “advertising” 

fees,” will be ranked below a plumber who did pay “advertising” fees but has worse reviews or 

ratings.  This is not disclosed to consumers. 

9. One investigation report found that the best reviewed heating and air company in 

their area was ranked below eleven others that had inferior ratings or just a handful of 

                                                 
7 See Membership Agreement (Ex. A hereto), at 9. 
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reviews.8  The best-reviewed service provider stated that Angie’s List requested $12,000 to 

$15,000 to appear at the top of the list.9  Another service provider, who was stuck on the eighth 

page of results, was allegedly quoted $50,000 by Angie’s List to be ranked higher in search 

results.10  As another investigation report noted: “If you’re looking for contractor, you’re only 

going to look at the first page or two.  That skews the ratings . . . . It’s about who advertises. I 

don’t think they’re being straight with the public on that.”11  Angie’s List’s manipulation is even 

worse when a member telephones the Angie’s List call center for service provider 

recommendations.  For a fee, service providers will “[b]e one of only four companies provided 

when a member calls looking for a highly-rated providers,”12 regardless of a provider’s reviews 

or rating. 

10. Plaintiff’s own experience mirrors these reports.  For instance, she learned that 

one of her local service providers pays to be “at the top of the list” in search results on 

www.angieslist.com.  

Suppression of Negative Reviews 

11. For a price, Angie’s List will suppress negative reviews of service providers so 

those reviews do not appear in a member’s search results.  In addition, Angie’s List will remove 

negative reviews through its internal “Complaint Resolution Process.” 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 “Ain’t It Time To Say Goodbye to Angie’s List?,” Forbes (Oct. 9, 2013). 
9 Id. 
10 Id. 
11 “The Boss Responds: A Call to Angie’s List Is Answered by Angie Herself,” Santa Barbara 
Independent (July 19, 2014). 
12 Angie’s List Marketing Guide, at 6, available at 
http://content.angieslist.com/company/images/sp/almarketingguide.pdf (last accessed Feb. 25, 
2015) (Ex. H hereto). 
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12. Plaintiff encountered this when she hired a service provider (different from the 

one noted above) identified on www.angieslist.com.  The provider took Plaintiff’s money and 

never finished the job.  Only after Plaintiff wrote and posted her own negative review and talked 

to Angie’s List was she able to see other negative reviews of the same service provider that 

predated her original search. 

13. Because of these deceptive acts, members do not know, or cannot reasonably 

discover, how many negative reviews other members have previously submitted about a service 

provider, or what those reviews said. 

Threatened Suppression of Positive Reviews 

14. On information and belief, Angie’s List extorts “advertising” fees from service 

providers by threatening to suppress positive reviews unless a service provider pays up.  This 

distorts the integrity of search results because a consumer can never be sure whether her search 

has located the service providers with the most positive reviews or not.  

Angie’s List’s Fraudulent and Deceptive Practices Harm Consumers 

15. Angie’s List does not deliver on its value proposition.  Angie’s List falsely 

promises that paid membership will grant unfiltered access to 100% consumer-driven reviews 

and ratings of service providers, and that search result rankings will be based on those reviews 

and ratings.   

16. By wrongfully manipulating consumer-generated reviews and ratings, as well as 

search result rankings, Angie’s List deceives, defrauds, and misleads its existing and potential 

member base.  These wrongful acts also violate the principles set forth in the FTC guidelines on 

advertising and endorsements.  See 16 C.F.R. Part 255.  At bottom, Angie’s List does not help 

members find the “best” service provider, but rather the one who paid the most money to 

Angie’s List.  This certainly is not “always placing the interests of the consumer first.” 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

17. This Court has original jurisdiction of this action under the Class Action Fairness 

Act of 2005.  Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d)(2) and (6), this Court has original jurisdiction 

because the aggregate claims of the putative Class members exceed $5 million, exclusive of 

interest and costs, and at least one of the members of the proposed classes is a citizen of a 

different state than Angie’s List.   

18. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because Angie’s List 

is subject to personal jurisdiction here and regularly conducts business in the Eastern District of 

Pennsylvania, Plaintiff resides in this district, and because a substantial part of the events or 

omissions giving rise to the claims asserted herein occurred in this district. 

THE PARTIES 

19. Plaintiff, Janell Moore, is a citizen of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  She 

has been a paying member of Angie’s List since 2012.  

20. Defendant Angie’s List is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business at 1030 E. Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.  Angie’s List is licensed to do 

business in Pennsylvania (among other states) and has specific, as well as general and 

systematic, contacts in Pennsylvania. 

21. Angie’s List operates a paid-membership review service that allows consumers to 

share reviews and ratings of local service providers.  It provides this service for approximately 

253 local markets in the United States principally through its website, www.angieslist.com. 

22. At its inception in 1995, Angie’s List collected and shared reviews and ratings of 

service providers via telephone or even door-to-door.  Angie’s List has since become one of the 

leading, if not largest, paid-membership service of its kind.  The overwhelming majority of 

reviews and ratings today are submitted and accessible via the company’s website, 
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www.angieslist.com.   

23. Angie’s List’s currently boasts a membership of over three million paying 

members.  Angie’s List held an initial public offering in November 2011.  The company has 

since grown year after year.  Angie’s List reported $315 million in revenue for fiscal year 2014, 

up nearly 30% compared to fiscal year 2013.  The company reported $245.6 million in revenue 

for fiscal year 2013, up 58% compared to fiscal year 2012. 

COMMON FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. Angie’s List’s Relationship With Its Members 

24. Angie’s List requires all members to agree to the Membership Agreement, a 

standardized form contract drafted by Angie’s List. 

25. Angie’s List does not discuss or negotiate the terms of the Membership 

Agreement with consumers.  It simply references the Membership Agreement when a consumer 

signs up to join.   

26. The Membership Agreement describes the company’s service as follows: 

1. ANGIE’ LIST SERVICE 
Angie’ List provides reviews and ratings on a variety of Service 
Providers based upon the actual first-hand experiences other users 
have had with these Service Providers and also provides You with 
the opportunity to provide Your own reviews and ratings on the 
Service Providers You use.13 
 

27. Angie’s List expressly disclaims any manipulation or control of consumer-

generated reviews and ratings.  The Membership Agreement states in pertinent that: 

13. PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT 
Angie’ List does not guarantee the accuracy, integrity, quality or 
appropriateness of any Content transmitted to or through the 
Service. You acknowledge that Angie’ List simply acts as a 
passive conduit and an interactive computer service provider for 
the publication and distribution of Content . . . . 

                                                 
13 See Membership Agreement, at 2 (Ex. A hereto). 
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. . . 
 
14. SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Angie’ List does not endorse and is not responsible or liable for 
any Content, Service Provider Content, data, advertising, products, 
goods or services available or unavailable from, or through, any 
Service Providers . . . 14 
 

28. As alleged more fully below, Angie’s List does not “simply act[] as a passive 

conduit” for sharing reviews, ratings, and search result rankings based solely on “actual first-

hand experiences of other users.”  The company does not disclose that its manipulates reviews, 

ratings, and search results, all of which also constitute forms of endorsement.  See, e.g., See 16 

C.F.R. Part 255; “.com Disclosures:  How to Make Effective Disclosures in Digital Advertising,” 

FTC (Mar. 2013), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/press-

releases/ftc-staff-revises-online-advertising-disclosure-guidelines/130312dotcomdisclosures.pdf 

(last accessed Mar. 11, 2015).  Angie’s List’s secret, pervasive, and self-serving actions violate 

consumer expectations, the company’s advertisements and other public statements and 

representations, and the Membership Agreement. 

B. How Angie’s List Reviews, Ratings and Searches Are Supposed to Work 

29. Principally through www.angieslist.com, Angie’s List ostensibly aids consumers 

who research, hire, rate, and review local service providers for home, healthcare, and automotive 

service needs.  The company currently features reviews and ratings for service providers in 

approximately 550 categories.   

30. The value proposition of Angie’s List is that the company’s service enables a 

consumer to choose a local service provider based on other consumers’ experiences.  Consumers 

pay for this service because they see value in having access to the honest, unfiltered feedback of 

real people.  With competing services, anyone can post anonymous reviews, including people 

                                                 
14 Id. at 8-9 (emphasis added). 
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who never hired the service providers in question, or even the service providers themselves.  For 

instance, Yelp! (at www.yelp.com) does not charge membership fees, but does not prohibit 

anonymous posts.  Angie’s List distinguishes itself in the market – and justifies its membership 

fees – by claiming that reviews, ratings, and search results available through Angie’s List are 

superior to those of competitors because the service provided by Angie’s List is a more reliable, 

completely “consumer driven” service. 

31. A “review” on Angie’s List is narrative description of a consumer’s experience 

with a given service provider.  Reviews can be positive or negative.  “Ratings” on Angie’s List 

are letter grades ranging from “A” to “F,” with “A” being the best and “F” being the worst.  Six 

criteria are rated:  overall experience, price, quality, responsiveness, punctuality, and 

professionalism.  Ratings on each criterion are averaged and totaled across all member reviews 

submitted for the service provider.  This yields the service provider’s overall letter grade or 

rating.   

32. Through www.angieslist.com, members can search for the “best service 

provider.”  Angie’s List members justifiably and reasonably expect that search results will 

identify the “best” provider, as advertised, based on the member’s search inputs.  This might 

include, for instance, sorting providers based on reviews, ratings, a combination of both, or some 

other objective metric such as geographic proximity.  The Angie’s List FAQ affirms this: 

1. How are companies sorted in search results? 
A provider’s position in your search results is determined by their 
recent grades and number of reviews. Companies with the best 
ratings from members will appear first. To help prevent the same 
providers from always showing up first, companies who have 
earned similar grades are rotated within your results.15 
 

                                                 
15 See Angie’s List FAQ, “Understanding and sorting search results,” at 
http://support.angieslist.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/54/~/understanding-and-sorting-search-
results (updated Feb. 1, 2015) (last accessed Feb. 25, 2015) (Ex. B hereto). 
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33. Elsewhere in its FAQ, Angie’s List reiterates:  “Companies with a poor rating 

from our members will appear lower down on the List after businesses who have earned good 

ratings for superior work.”16 

34. The represented “consumer-driven” nature of the company’s service is a 

substantial, material factor that reasonably induces consumers to become and remain paying 

members of Angie’s List. 

C. How Angie’s List Reviews, Ratings, and Searches Really Work 

35. Paying consumers are not getting “the List” they are promised.  Contrary to 

consumer expectations and Angie’s List’s representations, Angie’s List does not provide an 

unfiltered, consumer-driven service.  Nor does Angie’s List rank search results based exclusively 

on consumer-generated reviews and ratings.   

36. Angie’s List manipulates service providers’ reviews, ratings, and search result 

rankings based on service providers’ payments of “advertising” fees.  On information and belief, 

these fees can be tens of thousands of dollars per provider. 

37. Angie’s List does not disclose that service providers pay (i) to improve their 

placement in search results regardless of reviews and ratings, (ii) to suppress negative reviews, 

and (iii) to ensure publication of positive reviews. 

1. Manipulation of Search Results 

38. Angie’s List does not sort search results based on service providers’ reviews and 

ratings, as represented.   

 

 

                                                 
16 See Angie’s List FAQ, “Negative reviews on the List,” at 
http://support.angieslist.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/21/~/negative-reviews-on-the-list (updated 
Jan. 13, 2014) (last accessed Feb. 25, 2015) (Ex. I hereto). 
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39. Instead, Angie’s List ranks service providers higher up in search results 

depending on whether a service provider pays money to Angie’s List.  This is not disclosed to 

consumers. 

40. Search result rankings are important because consumers reasonably assume that 

providers ranked at the top of the list are the “best” or highest recommended (in the case of 

Angie’s List, highest recommended by other consumers).  Consumers rarely search past the first 

couple of pages of search results.   

41. The practical effect is that consumers are duped into choosing service providers 

ranked highly in search results, even if those providers do not have superior ratings or reviews. 

2. Suppression of Negative Reviews 

42. For a price, Angie’s List will suppress negative reviews of service providers.  

This may take the form of the company’s not counting negative reviews when compiling a 

service provider’s rating or search result ranking behind the interface that consumers see, or not 

making negative reviews readable. 

43. Angie’s List falsely assures consumers that:  “We accept both good and bad 

reviews and we never remove reviews unless the member who posted the feedback contacts us to 

delete it.”17  Whether or not Angie’s List technically “removes” reviews, the company does not 

tell consumers that it alters the visibility of reviews, or rigs search results, for money.  Indeed, 

upon information and belief, Angie’s List threatens service providers that it will “never remove” 

negative reviews to extract “advertising” fees from those providers to suppress the reviews or to 

be ranked higher in search results – which essentially has the same practical effect as deleting 

reviews. 

                                                 
17 See Angie’s List FAQ, “Negative reviews on the List,” at 
http://support.angieslist.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/21/~/negative-reviews-on-the-list (updated 
Jan. 13, 2014) (last accessed Feb. 25, 2015) (Ex. I hereto). 
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3. Threatened Suppression of Positive Reviews 

44. On information and belief, Angie’s List also extracts “advertising fees” from 

service providers to ensure that positive reviews are highly visible and factored into a service 

provider’s rating and search result ranking. 

45. Again, search result rankings are important because consumers reasonably assume 

that providers ranked at the top of the list are the “best” or highest recommended (in the case of 

Angie’s List, highest recommended by other consumers).  If a service provider’s positive 

reviews are not accurately accounted for, then the provider’s search result ranking (and 

corresponding visibility and chance of being selected by a consumer) is reduced. 

D. Plaintiff’s Experience with Angie’s List is Emblematic of That of the Classes 

46. Plaintiff first paid to join Angie’s List in 2012.  She renewed her membership in 

2013 and 2014, and currently is a member.   

47. In the Fall of 2014, Plaintiff hired a contractor she identified through the Angie’s 

List service to remodel her kitchen.  At the time of her search, there were no visible reviews 

about the contractor on www.angieslist.com.  Unfortunately, the contractor did not finish the 

agreed-upon work and refused to return the $4,000 Plaintiff had paid to him. 

48. Shortly thereafter, Plaintiff submitted a negative review of the contractor to 

Angie’s List.  After doing so, Plaintiff was able to see, for the first time, a number of other 

negative reviews of the contractor written earlier by other members prior to Plaintiff’s hiring the 

same contractor.  That is, up until Plaintiff submitted her own negative review, she was never 

aware that other members had written negative reviews about the same contractor.  One newly-

revealed negative review complained about the same exact issue that Plaintiff experienced with 

the contractor.  Plaintiff would not have hired the contractor had she seen these negative reviews 

earlier. 
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49. When Plaintiff confronted Angie’s List about this, an Angie’s List representative 

did not characterize the suppression of negative reviews as an oversight or a technological error.  

In fact, upon information and belief, it was because the service provider paid money to Angie’s 

List. 

50. Had Plaintiff seen the previously written negative reviews, she would not have 

hired the contractor.  After all, Plaintiff was paying for access to other consumers’ reviews.  At a 

minimum, Plaintiff had a reasonable expectation she would have access to all reviews for a given 

service provider. 

51. Meanwhile, Plaintiff discussed her ordeal with a different contractor, an 

electrician, whom she knew.  The electrician told Plaintiff that he pays “to be at the top” of 

search results on www.angieslist.com.  Until this conversation, Plaintiff did not know, and had 

no reasonable way of knowing, that – contrary to Angie’s List’s advertising and other 

representations – service providers can and do pay to manipulate search results on 

www.angieslist.com. 

2. Angie’s List Greatly Benefits From Its Wrongful Conduct 

52. Due to its fraudulent, deceptive, and unfair conduct, Angie’s List has made 

millions of dollars off of unsuspecting consumers.  Misled by Angie’s List’s false assurances, 

consumers have no reasonable basis to believe, or reasonable means to discover, that service 

providers pay to improve their ranking on members’ search results, to suppress negative reviews, 

or to ensure that positive reviews are not suppressed.  Consumers are paying for something – 

unfiltered, consumer-driven reviews, ratings, and search results – that they do not receive. 

53. Angie’ List has reaped significant financial benefits from its scheme.  In fact, 

Angie’s List derives majority of its revenue from service providers.  In 2011, 2012, 2013, and 

2014, Angie’ List derived 62%, 69%, 73%, and 76.8% of its total revenue, respectively, from 
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service providers.  Stated otherwise, in 2014, Angie’s List made approximately $241.9 million 

from service providers, or more than three times the money it made in consumers’ membership 

fees.  Simply put, despite its “consumers first” credo, Angie’s List’s economic fortunes are more 

aligned with service providers than consumers.  The following chart illustrates the point:18 
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54. Angie’s List is not “simply acting as a passive conduit” for unfiltered exchange of 

consumer-created content, as the Membership Agreement states.  Angie’s List aggressively 

pursues service providers to pay thousands of dollars in “advertising” fees to improve providers’ 

reviews, ratings, and search result rankings.  Angie’s List tells services providers that 

“advertising” fees will help to give a business “an advantage of increased exposure” that “can 

propel you ahead of your competition.”19  Angie’s List does not disclose this to consumers, 

                                                 
18 Sources: Angie’s List 2013 Form 10-K at 3, available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312513074229/d488609d10k.htm 
(excerpt attached as Ex. C hereto); Angie’s List Fourth Quarter Results and Full Year 2014 
Results, available at http://investor.angieslist.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=896836 (Ex. J 
hereto). 
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19 Angie’s List Marketing Guide, at 8, available at 
http://content.angieslist.com/company/images/sp/almarketingguide.pdf (last accessed Feb. 25, 
2015) (Ex. H hereto). 
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including its members. 

55. Angie’s List does disclose to consumers that service providers with an “A” or “B” 

rating may offer “discounts” or “coupons” to members.  But a discount or coupon is not the same 

as taking money to rank one service provider over another in search results (especially if the 

latter has better reviews or ratings); to remove a service provider’s negative reviews for a price; 

or to suppress positive reviews unless a service provider pays an extorted “advertising” fee.  

Angie’s List does not disclose to potential and existing members any of these extortive fees and 

practices.  

CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

56. Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of herself and all others similarly situated 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a), (b)(2), and (b)(3).  This action satisfies the numerosity, 

commonality, typicality, adequacy, predominance, and superiority requirements of Rule 23. 

57. The proposed classes are defined as:  

All persons in the United States who, within the applicable statute 
of limitations preceding the filing of this action through class 
certification, were paying members of Angie’s List (the “National 
Class”); and 
 
All persons in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania who, within the 
applicable statute of limitations preceding the filing of this action 
through class certification, were paying members of Angie’s List 
(the “Pennsylvania State Subclass”) (for purposes of the claim 
under Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer 
Protection Law (“UTPCPL”), 73 P.S. § 201-1, et seq., see Fourth 
Claim for Relief, infra). 
 

The National Class and the Pennsylvania State Subclass are collectively referred to as the 

“Classes.”   
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58. Plaintiff reserves the right to modify or amend the definition of the proposed 

Classes before the Court determines whether certification is appropriate. 

59. Excluded from the Classes are Angie’s List, its parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, 

officers and directors, any entity in which Angie’s List has a controlling interest, all customers 

who make a timely election to be excluded, governmental entities, and all judges assigned to 

hear any aspect of this litigation, as well as their immediate family members. 

60. The members of the Classes are so numerous that joinder is impractical.  The 

Classes consist of many thousands of members, the identities of whom are within the knowledge 

of and can be ascertained only by resort to Angie’s List’s records. 

61. The claims of the representative Plaintiff are typical of the claims of the Classes 

in that the representative Plaintiff, like all Class members, paid to become a member of Angie’s 

List.  The representative Plaintiff, like all Class members, has been damaged by Angie’s List’s 

misconduct in that they have been harmed by subscribing to a service based on the same 

deceptive, misleading, and/or fraudulent pretenses and practices, and have been subject to the 

same or substantively identical Membership Agreement, which is a contract of adhesion.  

Furthermore, the factual basis of Angie’s List’s misconduct is common to all Class members, 

and represents a common thread of unfair and unconscionable conduct resulting in injury to all 

members of the Classes.  

62. There are numerous questions of law and fact common to the Classes and those 

common questions predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class members. 

63. Among the questions of law and fact common to the Classes are whether Angie’s 

List: 

a. Breached the terms of the Membership Agreement, and/or the covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing with Plaintiff and other members of the National Class, through the 
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company’s manipulation of reviews, ratings, and search results;  

b. Misrepresented or concealed that the company manipulated reviews, 

ratings, and search results; 

c. Unlawfully, falsely, deceptively, or misleadingly represented that the 

company does not accept money from service providers in connection with reviews, ratings, and 

search results; 

d. Unlawfully, falsely, deceptively, or misleadingly induced Class members 

to pay for membership based on misrepresentations and false promises; 

e. To the extent applicable, whether and how long Angie’s List fraudulently 

concealed its past and ongoing wrongful conduct from Plaintiff and other members of the 

Classes; 

f. Was unjustly enriched through the company’s manipulation of reviews, 

ratings, and search results; and 

g. Violated consumer protection laws.  

64. Other questions of law and fact common to the Classes include: 

a. The proper method or methods by which to measure damages; and 

b. The declaratory and injunctive relief to which the Classes are entitled. 

65. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of other Class members, in that they 

arise out of the same wrongful conduct and the same or substantially similar unconscionable 

provisions of the Angie’s List Membership Agreement and/or other related documents.  Plaintiff 

has suffered the harm alleged and has no interests antagonistic to the interests of any other Class 

member. 
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66. Plaintiff is committed to the vigorous prosecution of this action and has retained 

competent counsel experienced in the prosecution of class actions and, in particular, class actions 

on behalf of consumers.  Accordingly, Plaintiff is an adequate representative and will fairly and 

adequately protect the interests of the Classes. 

67. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy.  Since the amount of each individual Class member’s claim is 

small relative to the complexity of the litigation, and due to the financial resources of Angie’s 

List, no Class member could afford to seek legal redress individually for the claims alleged 

herein.  Therefore, absent a class action, the Class members will continue to suffer losses and 

Angie’s List’s misconduct will proceed without remedy. 

68. Even if Class members themselves could afford such individual litigation, the 

court system could not.  Given the complex legal and factual issues involved, individualized 

litigation would significantly increase the delay and expense to all parties and to the Court.  

Individualized litigation would also create the potential for inconsistent or contradictory rulings.  

By contrast, a class action presents far fewer management difficulties, allows claims to be heard 

which might otherwise go unheard because of the relative expense of bringing individual 

lawsuits, and provides the benefits of adjudication, economies of scale and comprehensive 

supervision by a single court. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
Breach of Contract and Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 

(On Behalf of the National Class) 

69. Plaintiff repeat paragraphs 1 through 68 above. 

70. Angie’s List provides a service to members pursuant to a standard form 

Membership Agreement, which is a contract of adhesion. 
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71. The Membership Agreement did not vary, or did not substantially vary in 

pertinent material respects, during the Class Period. 

72. The Membership Agreement mandates, inter alia, that Angie’s List: 

a. Acts as a “passive conduit”;  

b. Provides “first-hand,” consumer-generated reviews and ratings of service 

providers; and 

c. Does “not endorse” service providers. 

73. In the accompanying official FAQ, Angie’s List further represents, inter alia, that: 

a. “A provider’s position in your search results is determined by their recent 

grades and number of reviews”; 

b. “Companies with the best ratings from members will appear first”; and 

c. “Companies with a poor rating from our members will appear lower down 

on the List after businesses who have earned good ratings for superior work.” 

74. Angie’s List materially breached the Membership Agreement and related 

representations, including the examples identified immediately above, by manipulating reviews, 

ratings, and search results of service providers. 

75. Plaintiff and the National Class have performed all, or substantially all, of their 

obligations under the Membership Agreement. 

76. Plaintiff and the National Class are entitled to recover all damages proximately 

caused by Angie’s List’s breach, including compensatory, incidental, and consequential 

damages, and pre- and post-judgment interest.  Damages may be quantified on a classwide basis.  

Also, or in the alternative, Plaintiff and the National Class are entitled to declaratory and 

injunctive relief in the form of a declaration that Angie’s List is in breach of the Membership 

Agreement, that Angie’s List be enjoined from continuing its unlawful actions as alleged herein 
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in violation of the Membership Agreement.  Also, or in the alternative, Plaintiff and the National 

Class are entitled to restitution, disgorgement, rescission, and similar equitable relief.  Any 

provisions in the Membership Agreement to the contrary are unconscionable, severable, and/or 

void. 

77. By common law or statute, the Membership Agreement imposes upon each party 

a duty of good faith and fair dealing.  Good faith and fair dealing, in connection with executing 

contracts and discharging performance and other duties according to their terms, means 

preserving the spirit – not merely the letter – of the bargain.  Put differently, the parties to a 

contract are mutually obligated to comply with the substance of their contract in addition to its 

form.  Evading the spirit of the bargain and abusing the power to specify terms constitute 

examples of bad faith in the performance of contracts. 

78. Subterfuge and evasion violate the obligation of good faith in performance even 

when an actor believes their conduct to be justified.  Bad faith may be overt or may consist of 

inaction, and fair dealing may require more than honesty.  Examples of bad faith are evasion of 

the spirit of the bargain, willful rendering of imperfect performance, abuse of a power to specify 

terms, and interference with or failure to cooperate in the other party’s performance. 

79. Angie’s List has breached not only the Membership Agreement but the covenant 

of good faith and fair dealing in the Membership Agreement through its wrongful actions alleged 

herein.  

80. Plaintiff and the National Class have sustained damages as a result of Angie’s 

List’s breach of the Membership Agreement and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing 

under the Membership Agreement.  
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
Fraud and Fraudulent Inducement 
(On Behalf of the National Class) 

81. Plaintiff repeats paragraphs 1 through 80 above. 

82. Angie’s List affirmatively misrepresented and/or did not disclose sufficient facts 

to render non-misleading its statements about, inter alia: 

a. Whether the company “endorse[s]” service providers; 

b. Whether service providers pay Angie’s List to manipulate consumer 

reviews, ratings, and search results; and  

c. Whether the company acts as a “passive conduit.” 

83. Angie’s List knew, or reasonably should have known, that its representations 

alleged herein were materially false or misleading, or that omission of material facts rendered 

such representations false or misleading.  Angie’s List also knew, or had reason to know, that its 

misrepresentations and omissions would induce Class members to pay to join Angie’s List. 

84. Angie’s List’s misrepresentations or omissions were material and a substantial 

factor in Plaintiff and Class members’ paying to become members of Angie’s List. 

85. Angie’s List intended its misrepresentations or omissions to induce Plaintiff and 

Class members to pay to become (or to remain) members of Angie’s List, or had reckless 

disregard for same. 

86. But for these misrepresentations (or omissions), Plaintiff and Class members 

would not have joined and/or paid for, or paid as much for joining, Angie’s List. 

87. Plaintiff and Class members were justified in relying on Angie’s List’s 

misrepresentations.  The same or substantively identical misrepresentations were communicated, 

and/or the same or substantively identical omissions were not communicated, to each Class 

member, including through a standardized purchasing process. 
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88. Plaintiff and Class members were damaged by reason of Angie’s List’s 

misrepresentations or omissions alleged herein. 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
Unjust Enrichment 

(On Behalf of the National Class) 

89. Plaintiff repeats paragraphs 1 through 88 above. 

90. By means of Angie’ List’s wrongful conduct alleged herein, Angie’s List 

knowingly provided services to Plaintiff and members of the National Class under unfair, 

deceptive, unconscionable, and/or oppressive circumstances.  

91. Angie’s List knowingly received and retained wrongful benefits from Plaintiff 

and members of the National Class.  In so doing, Angie’s List acted intentionally or with 

conscious disregard for the rights of Plaintiff and members of the National Class. 

92. As a result of Angie’s List’s wrongful conduct as alleged herein, Angie’s List has 

been unjustly enriched at the expense, and to the detriment, of Plaintiff and members of the 

National Class.   

93. Angie’s List’s unjust enrichment is traceable to, and resulted directly and 

proximately from, the wrongful conduct alleged herein.  

94. It is unfair and inequitable for Angie’s List to be permitted to retain the benefits it 

received, and is still receiving, without justification, from the wrongful conduct alleged herein.  

Angie’s List’s retention of such benefits under the circumstances is inequitable.   

95. The financial benefits derived by Angie’s List rightfully belong to Plaintiff and 

members of the National Class, in whole or in part.  Angie’s List should be compelled to 

disgorge in a common fund for the benefit of Plaintiff and members of the National Class all 

wrongful or inequitable proceeds received from them.  A constructive trust should be imposed 

upon all wrongful or inequitable sums received by Angie’s List traceable to Plaintiff and the 
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members of the National Class. 

96. Plaintiff and members of the National Class have no adequate remedy at law. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law 

(On Behalf of the Pennsylvania State Subclass) 
 

97. Plaintiff repeat paragraphs 1 through 96 above.   
 
98. This claim is asserted on behalf of the members of the Pennsylvania State 

Subclass under Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law 

(“UTPCPL”), 73 P.S. § 201-1, et seq.  

99. The UTPCPL, 73 P.S. § 201-3 prohibits “[u]nfair methods of competition and 

unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce.”   

100. Angie’s List has engaged in unfair methods of competition and unfair or 

deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce by: 

a. “Causing likelihood of confusion or misunderstanding as to the source, 

sponsorship, approval or certification of goods or services,” see 73 P.S. § 201-2(4)(ii); 

b. “Using deceptive representations . . . in connection with goods or 

services,” see 73 P.S. § 201-2(4)(iv); 

c. “Representing that goods or services have sponsorship [or] 

approval . . . that they do not have . . . .,” see 73 P.S. § 201-2(4)(v); 

d. “Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised,” 

see 73 P.S. § 201-2(4)(ix); 

e. “Failing to comply with the terms of any written guarantee . . . ,” see 73 

P.S. § 201-2(4)(xiv); and 

f. “Engaging in any other fraudulent or deceptive conduct which creates a 

likelihood or confusion or of misunderstanding,” see 73 P.S. § 201-2(4)(xxi). 
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101. Angie’s List violated the above sections by engaging in the conduct alleged 

herein. 

102. Pursuant to 73 P.S. § 201-9.2, et seq., Plaintiff and members of the Pennsylvania 

State Subclass purchased services, in the form of, inter alia, membership access to reviews, 

ratings, and search results from Angie’s List that were used primarily for personal, family or 

household purposes.  

103. Angie’s List engaged in unlawful conduct, made affirmative misrepresentations or 

omissions, or otherwise violated the UTPCPL by, inter alia, knowingly, intentionally, and 

recklessly misleading consumers about Angie’s List’s manipulation of reviews, ratings, and 

search results, which also violates the Membership Agreement.  

104. To the extent applicable, Angie’s List intended that Plaintiff and Pennsylvania 

State Subclass members would rely on the company’s misrepresentations, or acts of concealment 

and omissions, including those in connection with the Membership Agreement.  Further, to the 

extent applicable, reliance can be presumed under the circumstances. 

105. Angie’s List’s conduct caused Plaintiff and Pennsylvania State Subclass members 

to suffer ascertainable losses in the form of membership fees paid in amounts that would 

otherwise not have been incurred in whole or in part.  

106. A causal relationship exists between Angie’s List’s unlawful conduct and the 

ascertainable losses suffered by Plaintiff and the Pennsylvania State Subclass.   

107. As redress for Angie’s List’s repeated and ongoing violations of the UTPCPL, 

Plaintiff and the Pennsylvania State Subclass are entitled to, inter alia, damages and declaratory 

relief.   
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff and the Classes demand a jury trial on all claims so triable and 

judgment as follows: 

1. Declaring that Angie’s List breached its Membership Agreement with Plaintiff 

and the National Class members; 

2. Declaring that the Membership Agreement is void, severable, and/or 

unconscionable to the extent necessary to remedy Angie’s List’s past and continuing wrongful 

conduct; 

3. Declaring Angie’s List’s conduct alleged herein to be wrongful, unfair, 

inequitable, and unconscionable; 

4. Restitution of membership fees paid to Angie’s List by Plaintiff and the Classes 

as a result of the wrongs alleged herein in an amount to be determined at trial; 

5. Disgorgement of the ill-gotten gains derived by Angie’s List from its misconduct; 

6. Actual damages in an amount according to proof; 

7. A temporary and permanent injunction prohibiting Angie’s List from enforcing 

the void, severable, and/or unconscionable provisions of the Membership Agreement, and 

enjoining Angie’s List from engaging in the same wrongful conduct going forward including 

requiring Angie’s List to adequately disclose facts to render truthful its representations about 

reviews, ratings, and search results as alleged herein; 

8. Punitive and exemplary damages;  

9. Pre-judgment and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted by 

applicable law; 
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10. Costs and disbursements assessed by Plaintiff in connection with this action, 

including reasonable attorneys’ fees; and 

11. Such other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

 

Dated:  March 11, 2015 Respectfully submitted,  
  

        /s/ KJG2445 
 Richard M. Golomb, Esquire  

Ruben Honik, Esquire  
Kenneth J. Grunfeld, Esquire  
David J. Stanoch, Esquire  
GOLOMB & HONIK, P.C. 
1515 Market Street, Suite 1100 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
Phone: (215) 985-9177 
Fax: (215) 985-4169 
Email: rgolomb@golombhonik.com  
 rhonik@golombhonik.com  
 kgrunfeld@golombhonik.com  
 dstanoch@golombhonik.com  
 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
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ANGIE'S LIST MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT

Last updated on May 9, 2014

Angle's List, Inc. ("Angle's List") provides reviews and ratings on a variety of service contractors and

healthcare providers (collectively, "Service Providers") to allow you, the user ("You"), the opportunity to

read about the experiences other users have had with these Service Providers and to provide Your own

reviews and ratings on the Service Providers You use. Angle's List also operates certain products

including, without limitation, Angle's SnapFix, the Angle's Big Deal, the Angle's List Storefront, Concierge

services, Band of Neighbors, AngieCash, and Angle's List Buy It Here, whereby Angle's List facilitates the

offer, sale and marketing of certain promotions, discounts, coupons, vouchers, ordeals. All products and

services described in this Section, as well as any other products and services offered by Angle's List at

any time shall be defined herein as "Service" or "Services." In order to use the Service, You must read

and accept all of the terms and conditions in, and linked to, this Membership Agreement (this

"Agreement"). This Agreement may be modified by Angle's List from time to time at our sole discretion,

and You will receive notice if modifications to the Agreement are made. We strongly recommend that, as

You read this Agreement, You also access and read the linked information. By accepting this Agreement,

You also agree that Your use of some Angle's List-branded websites or other websites we operate may

be governed by separate terms and conditions, agreements and privacy policies. BY ACCEPTING THE

TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ, UNDERSTOOD AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ALL OF THE TERMS, CONDITIONS AND NOTICES CONTAINED IN THIS

AGREEMENT JUST AS IF YOU HAD SIGNED THIS AGREEMENT.

1. ANGIE'S LIST SERVICE

http://my.angieslist.com/AngiesList/ALUserAgreement.aspx?agree=yes 1 /19
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Angie's List provides reviews and ratings on a variety of Service Providers based upon the actual first-

hand experiences other users have had with these Service Providers and also provides You with the

opportunity to provide Your own reviews and ratings on the Service Providers You use.

Angie's List has offered three types of subscriptions in the past: Angie's List Home, Angie's List Health

and Angie's List Classic Car. Angie's List will continue to offer these subscriptions to grandfathered

members who are renewing and: (1) affirmatively choose to keep their existing subscription; or (2) who do

not take action to select a new plan (as defined below).

Members joining and renewing in certain markets on or after January 1, 2014, will be able to select one of

the following plans ("Plans"):

(1) Basic Plan (monthly or annual)

• Angie's List Home in one market;

• Online customer care; and

• Your market's print magazine, where available.

(2) Plus Plan (annual only)

• Angie's List Home, Angie's List Health, and Angie's List Classic Car in all available markets

nationwide;

• Online and call center customer care;

• Print magazine in the market You identify as Your primary address, where available; and

• Redeemable Benefit: An annual rebate for an e-commerce purchase (to be used toward a

Big Deal, Storefront Offer, SnapFix purchase, or other qualifying transaction) or AngieCash,

in an amount determined by Angle's List.

(3) Premium Plan (annual only)

• Angle's List Home, Angle's List Health, and Angle's List Classic Car subscriptions in all

available markets nationwide;

• Print and digital magazine in the market Yau identify as Your primary address, where

available;

• Access to Angle's List's Complaint Resolution Process;

• Online and priority call center customer care; and

• Redeemable Benefit: An annual rebate for an e-commerce purchase (to be used toward a

Big Deal, Storefront Offer, SnapFix purchase, or other qualifying transaction) or AngieCash,

in an amount determined by Angle's List.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

The benefits of Basic, Plus, and Premium Plans are available only while Your subscription is active and

Your Angle's List account is in good standing. The Redeemable Benefits of Plus and Premium Plans are

redeemable only one time annually per household. For the sake of clarity: if You cancel, then renew, Your

http://my.angieslist.com/AngiesList/ALUserAgreement.aspx?agree=yes 2/19
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Plan within cone-year period, such Plus and Premium Redeemable Benefits will not be redeemable until

the following one-year period. Additionally, if You cancel Your subscription before redeeming the

Redeemable Benefits, those benefits will expire and no longer be available to You.

Rebates must be redeemed in one transaction. Rebates may not be split among separate transactions

and may not be redeemed for cash. Rebates will expire at the end of Your annual subscription and

cannot be rolled into the following year, even if Your subscription is renewed.

If You have an existing subscription that is not a Basic, Plus, or Premium Plan and choose to renew that

subscription (or do not actively select a Basic, Plus, or Premium Plan), Your subscription will maintain the

same services that are currently provided.

Angie's List reserves the right to modify the Plans at any time and in its sole discretion. The details of your

selected Plan, including the price and the various benefits offered therein, might be different than those

details applicable to another new or existing member who purchased the same Plan in the same market.

You may check Your account online or call an Angie's List call center representative if You have any

questions.

2. REGISTRATION INFORMATION

As a condition of Your use of the Service, You agree to: (a) provide Angie's List with true, accurate,

current and complete information as prompted by the Angie's List's registration forms, when registering

for or using the Service; and (b) update and maintain the truthfulness, accuracy and completeness of

such information.

3. MINIMUM AGE

You must be 18 years of age or older to use or register for Services.

4. USE VOID WHERE PROHIBITED

Membership in the Service is void where prohibited.

5. PRIVACY POLICY

Angie's List has established a privacy policy to explain to You, and other users, how Your personal

information is collected and used. This privacy policy is located at

http://www.angieslist.com/privacypolicy.htm.

6. SERVICE FEES AND BILLING METHODS; AUTOMATIC RENEWAL

Angie's List will charge You a membership fee in order to provide the Service. Your membership fee is

the amount You were charged for Your subscription or Plan, not including any promotions or discounts

that may have been applied (the "Membership Fee"). For this or other reasons, the Membership Fee

might be different than the amount paid by another new or existing member who purchased the same

services in the same market. You may check Your account online or call an Angie's List call center

http://my.angieslist.com/AngiesList/ALUserAgreement.aspx?agree=yes 3/19
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representative if You have any questions. You acknowledge that Angie's List reserves the right, at any

time, to modify its Membership Fees and billing methods. Membership Fees for access to the Service

may be made either on a monthly or annual basis (except Plus and Premium Plans, which are annual

only). Annual Membership Fees may be paid in advance by cash, check, credit card, debit card or

PayPal. Monthly Membership Fees and Additional List Fees may only be paid in advance by credit card,

debit card or PayPal. ALL MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY RENEWED

UPON THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW, UNLESS SUCH MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION IS

CANCELLED OR TERMINATED AS PROVIDED BELOW OR UNLESS YOU OPT OUT OF THE

AUTOMATIC RENEWAL FEATURE AS PROVIDED BELOW.

Monthly Payment Subscriptions:

IF YOU CURRENTLY HAVE OR SELECT A MONTHLY PAYMENT SUBSCRIPTION (E.G., A

MONTHLY BASIC PLAN OR EXISTING GRANDFATHERED MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION), EACH

MONTH ANGIE'S LIST WILL AUTOMATICALLY RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP ON A MONTH-TO-

MONTH BASIS AT THE MEMBERSHIP FEE (AS SUCH MEMBERSHIP FEE MAY BE MODIFIED AS

PROVIDED ABOVE) USING THE CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD OR OTHER PAYMENT

INFORMATION ON FILE WITH ANGIE'S LIST. Each monthly renewal payment will take place on or

about Your expiration date. If the renewal of Your monthly membership fails for any reason, we will

attempt to process Your renewal for a period up to one hundred eighty (180) days in accordance with our

standard renewal practices then in effect (which may be modified from time to time by Angie's List).

Except as otherwise required by applicable law, You agree that Angie's List will not provide You with any

notices prior to each monthly renewal payment.

Annual Payment Subscriptions:

IF YOU SELECT AN ANNUAL PAYMENT SUBSCRIPTION (E.G., AN ANNUAL BASIC, PLUS, OR

PREMIUM PLAN OR EXISTING GRANDFATHERED ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION), ANGIE'S LIST WILL

AUTOMATICALLY RENEW YOUR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FOR ONE YEAR AT THE MEMBERSHIP

FEE FOR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS (AS SUCH MEMBERSHIP FEE MAY BE MODIFIED AS

PROVIDED ABOVE) USING THE CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD OR OTHER PAYMENT

INFORMATION ON FILE WITH ANGIE'S LIST. Such annual renewal payment will take place on or about

Your expiration date. If the renewal of Your annual membership fails for any reason, we will attempt to

process Your renewal for a period up to one hundred eighty (180) days in accordance with our standard

renewal practices then in effect (which may be modified from time to time by Angie's List). Except as

otherwise required by applicable law, You agree that Angie's List will not provide You with any notices

prior to each annual renewal payment.

Additional List Subscription:

If You purchased a subscription other than a Basic, Plus, or Premium Plan, the initial subscription

selected by You is considered Your "primary" subscription. You formerly had to option to purchase access
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to additional subscriptions through Your membership by using the Additional List feature located on the

Website.

Membership Renewals:

If You received a free offer to access all subscriptions in the Service, Angie's List Health, or Angie's List

Classic Car, Angie's List will renew Your membership at the Membership Fee (as such Membership Fee

may be modified as provided above) using the credit card, debit card or other payment information on file

with Angie's List. All existing memberships will be renewed at the Membership Fee (as such Membership

Fee may be modified as provided above) and will include access to all purchased subscriptions unless

You otherwise elect to cancel access to a particular subscription in accordance with the provisions set

forth below.

If You received a free offer for Your Additional List subscription, Angie's List will provide You notice via

email prior to renewing the Additional List at the Membership Fee (as such Membership Fee may be

modified as provided above) using the credit card, debit card or other payment information on file with

Angie's List.

Upgrading and Down.rcLading Plans:

If You upgrade Your Plan during the term (e.g., from Plus to Premium), You will be purchasing an

additional annual subscription. At the time of the upgrade, Your first subscription shall be upgraded to the

new Plan, and You agree to pay for the new Plan at that time. Your second subscription shall begin at the

expiration of the first subscription. For the sake of clarity, the fee will be the amount of the new Plan at the

time You requested the upgrade.

If You downgrade Your Plan during the term (e.g., from Premium to Plus), You shall receive a refund of

the difference between Your current Plan and the new Plan. This applies only to downgrades, not to

cancellations.

CANCELING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION:

If you decide to cancel Your subscription, in order to avoid renewal, Your cancellation request must be

received by no later than 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time on the business day prior to Your scheduled renewal

payment date. You may cancel Your subscription by contacting Angie's List by first class certified mail at

1030 E. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202; by telephone at (866) 623-6088; or by email at

memberservices@angieslist.com.

Angie's List Magazine Subscription Fee:

Monthly and annual memberships include a subscription to the Angie's List monthly magazine, where

applicable. A portion of Your Membership Fee ($6.50 per year, prorated for monthly memberships) will be

applied towards Your subscription to the magazine. The magazine subscription fee is not deductible from

Your Membership Fee.
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Authorization to Update Credit Card Account Information; Account Updater:

If the credit card or debit card provided by You to Angie's List has expired during an attempt to renew

Membership Fees pursuant to this Section, You authorize Angie's List to revise the expiration date and

proceed with billing using the same credit or debit card account. In addition, as a convenience to You,

Angie's List contracts with athird-party service that refreshes expired or replaced credit card and debit

card numbers with the numbers of any replacement cards so that Your paid Services do not lapse

because the credit card or debit card information initially on file with Angie's List has expired or changed

("Account Updater"). By registering for the Service and receiving a membership, You consent to and

authorize Angie's List's disclosure of Your credit or debit card information to Account Updater. You further

consent to the third party's use of such information solely in connection with Account Updater. You also

consent to Angie's List receipt and use of updated credit card or debit card account information from Your

financial institution in connection with the provision of the Service as provided in this Agreement and the

privacy policy.

7. INCENTIVES

Angie's List may, from time to time and in its sole discretion, offer certain products or services as

incentives ("Incentives") to select one of the Membership Plans (e.g., a free Android tablet for members

who select the Premium Plan). Angie's List is neither the seller nor manufacturer of the Incentives and

disclaims any and all liability and warranties of any kind relating to the Incentives, the use of the

Incentives, and the tax implications of receiving the Incentives. You agree that You shall not bring any

action against Angie's List relating in any way to the Incentives. In the event that an Incentive is lost, does

not operate properly, or is otherwise incorrect, unfit, or unusable in any way, You agree that Angie's List

has no responsibility for replacing the Incentive.

8. ACCOUNT SECURITY

Angie's List will assign You a user ID and a password when You register. Your user ID and password

may only be used by You and the members of Your household (meaning anyone who currently shares

with You the address You registered with Angie's List). You are solely responsible for maintaining and

protecting the confidentiality of Your user ID and password, and are fully responsible for all activities that

occur under Your user ID and password.

9. LIMITED LICENSE TO WEBSITE AND MAGAZINE

By agreeing to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Angie's List grants You a limited license to

access and use the reviews and ratings offered by the Service for Your personal purchase decisions. You

acknowledge and agree that You will not access, reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, re-sell, visit or

otherwise exploit for any commercial, educational, or any other non-personal purpose the reviews and

ratings and any content, without the express written consent of Angie's List.

10. SUBMISSIONS OF REVIEWS
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In order for You to submit Your own reviews and ratings on the Website and in the Magazine, You

acknowledge and agree that:

(A) all of Your reviews and ratings will either be based upon: (i) Your actual first-hand experiences with

the Service Providers You are reviewing; or (ii) as provided under Section 14 (Service Providers) below,

an individual and that individual's actual first-hand experience with a health care or wellness provider

whereby You have the legal authority to disclose such health information and experience of such

individual;

(B) all of Your reviews and ratings of the Service Providers that You are rating will be accurate, truthful

and complete in all respects;

(C) You do not work for, own any interest in, or serve on the board of directors of, any of the Service

Providers for which You submit reviews and ratings;

(D) You do not work for, own any interest in or serve on the board of directors of any competitors of the

Service Providers for which You submit reviews and ratings;

(E) You are not in any way related (by blood, adoption, marriage, or domestic partnership, if the Service

Provider is an individual) to any of the Service Providers for which You submit reviews or ratings; and

(F) Your name and review information will be made available to the Service Providers on which You

review.

11. COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCESS

If You have a dispute with a Service Provider and an active, qualifying Plan, You may request Angie's

Lists assistance in communicating with that Service Provider about Your desired resolution (the

"Complaint Resolution Process" or the "CRP")

You may request to participate in the CRP through our Website or by contacting a member care

representative. You then will be requested to complete and return to Angie's List certain documentation

relating to Your complaint. Shortly thereafter, a member of our Complaint Resolution Team will contact

You to obtain additional information and understand Your desired resolution. The Complaint Resolution

Team then will contact the Service Provider to explain Your complaint and desired resolution and to ask

the Service Provider to respond in writing within a reasonable timeframe.

If the Service Provider agrees to Your desired resolution or supplies a counteroffer that You find

acceptable, the case is considered resolved, Your review regarding the Service Provider will be removed,

and You will have the opportunity to submit updated feedback about Your experience. if the Service

Provider responds but does not resolve the matter as described above, Your feedback shall remain

unchanged.

Your participation in the CRP is at Angle's List's sole discretion. We reserve the right to reject Your

request to participate for any reason. By participating in the CRP, You consent to have Your complaint
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and a story about the circumstances relating to the CRP published in our monthly magazine and online

publications. For complaints involving health care providers, we may ask You to sign a HIPAA (Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) waiver to allow the Service Provider to discuss the issue with

The CRP is not a legal forum and Angie's List does not, at any time, become a party to Your dispute with

the Service Provider. Angie's List is neither a mediator nor an arbitrator and does not provide legal advice

or assistance. If You believe legal services are necessary or would be helpful to resolve Your dispute with

a Service Provider, Angie's List encourages You to consult with an attorney. Angie's List does not

guarantee that Your participation in the CRP will result in a satisfactory outcome or Your desired

resolution. You agree that, by offering the CRP, Angie's List does not waive any of its disclaimers or

limitations of liability, including without limitation those set forth under Sections 14 (Service Providers), 24

(Warranty Disclaimer), and 25 (Limitation of Liability).

12. CONTENT LICENSE

Although Angie's List does not claim ownership of any of the reviews, ratings, communications,

information, data, text or other materials You give us (collectively, the "Content"), by providing Content for

the Website and the Magazine, You automatically grant, and You represent and warrant that You have

the right to grant, to Angie's List an irrevocable, perpetual, non-exclusive, fully paid, worldwide license to

use, copy, perform, display, reproduce, adapt, modify and distribute such Content and to prepare

derivative works of, or incorporate into other works, such Content, and to grant and to authorize

sublicenses (through multiple tiers) of the foregoing. In addition, by providing Angie's List with Content,

You automatically grant us all rights necessary to prohibit the subsequent aggregation, display, copying,

duplication, reproduction or exploitation of the Content on our Website or in the Magazine by any other

party.

13. PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT

Angie's List does not guarantee the accuracy, integrity, quality or appropriateness of any Content

transmitted to or through the Service. You acknowledge that Angie's List simply acts as a passive conduit

and an interactive computer service provider for the publication and distribution of Content and for the

publication and distribution of any content posted by Service Providers in response to Content ("Service

Provider Content"). You understand that all Content and Service Provider Content posted on, transmitted

through or linked through the Service, are the sole responsibility of the person from whom such Content

originated. You understand that Angie's List does not control, and is not responsible for Content or

Service Provider Content made available through the Service, and that by using the Service, You may be

exposed to Content that is inaccurate, misleading, or offensive. You agree that You must evaluate and

make Your own judgment, and bear aii risks associated with, the use of any Content and Service Provider

Content.

You further acknowledge that Angie's List has no obligation to screen, preview, monitor or approve any
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Content or Service Provider Content, or Content posted or submitted by any other Angie's List member or

any Service Provider. However, Angie's List reserves the right to review and delete any Content that, in

its sole judgment, violates the terms and conditions of this Agreement. By using the Service, You agree

that it is solely YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to evaluate Your risks to bear associated with the use, accuracy,

usefulness, completeness or appropriateness of any Content that You submit, receive, access, transmit

or otherwise convey through the Service. Under no circumstances will Angie's List be liable in any way for

any Content or Service Provider Content, including, but not limited to, any Content or Service Provider

Content that contains any errors, omissions, defamatory statements, or confidential or private information

(including, but not limited to; health information) or for any loss or damage of any kind incurred as a result

of the use of any Content or Service Provider Content submitted, accessed, transmitted or otherwise

conveyed via the Service. You waive the right to bring or assert any claim against Angie's List relating to

Content or Service Provider Content, and release Angie's List from any and all liability for or relating to

any Content or Service Provider Content.

14. SERVICE PROVIDERS

Angie's List does not endorse and is not responsible or liable for any Content, Service Provider Content,

data, advertising, products, goods or services available or unavailable from, or through, any Service

Providers (which includes, but is not limited to, health care and wellness providers). You agree that

should You use or rely on such Content, Service Provider Content, data, advertisement, products, goods

or services, available or unavailable from, or through any Service Provider (which includes, but is not

limited to, health care and wellness providers), Angle's List is not responsible or liable, indirectly or

directly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with such use or

reliance. Your dealings with, or participation in promotions of any Service Provider (which includes, but is

not limited to, health care and wellness providers), and any other terms, conditions, representations or

warranties associated with such dealings, are between You and such Service Provider (which includes,

but is not limited to, health care and wellness providers) exclusively and do not involve Angle's List. You

should make whatever investigation or other resources that You deem necessary or appropriate before

hiring or engaging Service Providers (which includes, but is not limited to, health care and wellness

providers).

You agree that Angle's List is not responsible for the accessibility or unavailability of any Service Provider

(which includes, but is not limited to, health care and wellness providers} or for Your interactions and

dealings with them, waive the right to bring or assert any claim against Angle's List relating to any

interactions or dealings with any Service Provider (which includes, but is not limited to, health care and

wellness providers), and release Angle's List from any and all liability for or relating to any interactions or

dealings with Service Providers (which includes; but is not limited to, health care and wellness providers).

Angle's List may, in its sole discretion, have criminal and/ar financial background checks conducted on

certain Service Providers. By having such background checks conducted, Angle's LIST DOES NOT
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WAIVE ANY OF ITS DISCLAIMER OR LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY, INCLUDING WITHOUT

LIMITATION, THOSE SET FORTH UNDER THIS SECTION, SECTION 24 (WARRANTY DISCLAIMER),

OR SECTION 25 (LIMITATION OF LIABILITY).

15. HEALTH RELATED PROVIDERS

The contents of the Angie's List Website, such as text, graphics, images, information obtained from

Angie's Lists, and other material contained on the Angie's List Website ("Website Content") are for

informational purposes only. The Website Content is not intended to be a substitute for professional

medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice of Your physician or other qualified

health provider with any questions You may have regarding a medical condition. Never disregard

professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something You have read on the Angie's

List Website.

If You think You may have a medical emergency, call Your doctor or 911 immediately. Angie's List does

not recommend or endorse any specific tests, physicians, products, procedures, opinions, or other

information that may be mentioned on the Website. Angle's List is not a health or wellness provider and

cannot recommend or refer You to any health or wellness provider. Reliance on any information provided

by Angle's List, Angle's List employees, others appearing on the Website at the invitation of Angle's List,

or other visitors to the Website is solely at Your own risk.

The Website may contain health-related materials that are sexually explicit. if You find these materials

offensive, You may not want to use our Website.

You should be aware that if You post any health-related information about Yourself or anyone else on this

Website, You do so at Your own risk. If You post Website Content about services rendered to another

individual, You represent that You have the legal authority to receive health information about that

individual and related to the Website Content from that individual's health care providers and that You

have the legal authority to further disclose such health information. If You post health-related information,

You will be placing it into the public domain and it will not be protected by any federal or state laws that

protect the privacy of health information. You also acknowledge that the health care or wellness provider

about whom You submit Content may submit Service Provider Content that contain Your private or

confidential health information in response to Content You submit. Angle's List is not liable for any such

Service Provider Content. Please see Section 13 (Publication and Distribution of Content) above for more

information about Angle's List's responsibilities related to Service Provider Content. Except as otherwise

provided in this Agreement, neither Angle's List, nor any of its users, has any legal obligation to keep

Your health information confidential if You post it to this Website and it may be used for purposes that are

unintended by You or Angle's List.

16. YOUR CONDUCT

In connection with Your use of the Service, You represent and warrant that You:
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(A) are above the age of eighteen (18);

(B) will abide by the letter and spirit of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and all applicable local,

state, national or international laws;

(C) will not submit any reviews that may be considered by Angie's List to be unlawful, harassing, libelous,

abusive, threatening, obscene, profane, hateful, offensive, harmful, vulgar, distasteful, defamatory,

invasive of another person's privacy or proprietary rights, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable;

(D) will submit thorough and thoughtful reviews of the Service Providers You review (for example,

submitting a review describing a service contractor as "He/She is great." without additional commentary is

not a thorough and thoughtful review);

(E) will not submit reviews that comment on other users or the reviews of other users;

(F) will not impersonate, or attempt to impersonate, any other person, falsify contact information,

misrepresent a relationship with any person or entity, including misrepresenting arelationship with

Angle's List, or otherwise attempt to mislead others as to the identity of the sender or the origin of a

review or rating;

(G) will not submit reviews that are encrypted or that contain viruses, Trojan horses, worms, time bombs,

spiders, cancelbots or other computer programming routines that are intended to damage, interfere with,

disrupt, impair, disable or otherwise overburden our Website;

(H) wi►I not access, download or copy any information contained on our Website through artificial means

(including but not limited to spiders, hacking devices, computer programs, bots or other such means);

(I) will not post non-local or otherwise irrelevant Content, repeatedly post the same or similar Content or

otherwise impose an unreasonable or disproportionately large load on our infrastructure;

(J) will not take any action that would undermine the review and rating process under the Service;

(K) will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Service, other user accounts, or other computer

systems or networks connected to the Service;

(L) will not use the Service in any manner that infringes, misappropriates or violates any third party's

rights, including, but not limited to, transmitting any material that may infringe, misappropriate or violate a

third party's rights of publicity, contractual rights, fiduciary rights or intellectual property rights;

(M) will not use the Service in any way that could interfere with the rights of Angle's List or the rights of

other users of the Service;

(N) have sufficient rights in and to all Content that You provide, transmit or otherwise convey to Angle's

List in connection with the Service;

(0) agree not to re-sell or assign Your rights or obligations under this Agreement;

(P) will not reproduce: duplicate, copy, sell, re-sell or exploit any Content;
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(Q) will not access any Content for any commercial, educational ar other purposes not related to Your

personal purchasing decisions, the express written consent of Angie's List, which consent may be

withheld by Angie's List in our discretion;

(R) grant us an irrevocable, perpetual, non-exclusive, fully paid, worldwide license to use, copy, perform,

display, reproduce, adapt, modify and distribute the Content and to prepare derivative works of, or to

incorporate such Content into other works, and to grant and to authorize sublicenses of the foregoing;

(S) agree not to create an account or use Angie's List services if Your account previously has been

terminated by Angie's List or if You previously have been banned from using the services; and

(T) agree not to: (i) register for more than one account or register for an account on behalf of an individual

other than yourself; (ii) impersonate any person or entity, including, but not limited to, Angie's List

personnel, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent Your affiliation with a person or entity; or (iii)

advocate, encourage or assist any third party in doing any of the foregoing activities in this subsection.

The reviews and ratings that You provide do not reflect the views of Angie's List, its officers, managers,

owners, employees, agents, designees or other users. In addition, Angie's List retains the right, in its sole

discretion, to determine whether or not Your use of the Service is consistent with the terms and conditions

of this Agreement. Angie's List may suspend, restrict or terminate Your use of the Service and to refuse

any future use of all or portions of the Service if Your use breaches or fails to comply with any of the

terms and conditions of this Agreement. Additionally, Angie's List may seek any and all other remedies

available to it, including: (a) seeking injunctive relief with any court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin any

breach or failure to comply with any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and/or (b) if damages

are ascertainable, seeking damages relating to any breach or failure to comply with any of the terms and

conditions of this Agreement.

17. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

As Angie's List continues to develop its business, it might sell or buy other companies or assets or be

acquired or have substantially all of its assets acquired by a third party. In such transactions, customer

information generally is one of the transferred business assets. You hereby consent to the transfer of

Your information as one of the transferred assets and to be used for any purpose allowed under this

Agreement.

18. TERM AND TERMINATION

The initial term of this Agreement will be defined in Your membership Plan, and will continue for

automatic subscription renewals thereafter until termination by either party in accordance with the terms

of this Agreement.

Angie's List may, for any reason in its sole discretion, immediately terminate this Agreement, Your

account and Yaur access to the Service. If Angie's List merely terminates Your account for its

convenience and You are not in breach of this Agreement, Angie's List will refund Your membership fees
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on a pro rata basis from the date of such termination to the end of the then current term.

Termination of Your account will include removal of Your access to all offerings of the Service, deletion of

Your password, deletion of all related information and files, may include the deletion of the Content

associated with Your account (or any part thereof), and barring Your fur#her use of the Service.

19. MODIFICATION OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Angie's List will have the right to modify and restate the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and such

modifications) will be effective immediately upon being posted on our Website (www.angieslist.com). Yau

will receive notice if modifications to the Agreement are made. Angie's List will make note of the date of

the last update to the Agreement on the first page of this Agreement. You are responsible for reviewing

these terms and conditions regularly. Your continued use of the Service after such modifications will be

deemed to be Your conclusive acceptance of all modifications to this Agreement. If You are dissatisfied

as a result of such modification(s), Your only recourse is to immediately discontinue use of the Service.

20. MODIFICATION, LIMITATION AND DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE

Angie's List reserves the right at any time to limit access to, modify, change or discontinue the Service

with or without notice to You and we shall not be liable to You for any such modification, suspension or

discontinuance of the Service. You agree that Angie's List will not be liable to You or to any third party for

any such limitation, modification, change, suspension or discontinuance of the Service. You agree that

Angie's List may establish general practices, policies and limits, which may or may not be published,

concerning the use of the Service, including without limitation, the time that reviews and ratings will be

retained, the maximum number of reviews and ratings that may be sent from an account, the length of

reviews and ratings sent, and the maximum number of times and the maximum duration for which You

may access the Service in a given period of time. You agree that Angie's List has no responsibility or

liability for the deletion or failure to store any reviews, ratings and other communications maintained or

transmitted by or through the Service. You agree that Angie's List has the right to change these general

practices and limits at any time, in its sole discretion, with or without notice.

21. DELAYS

The Service may be subject to limitations, delays and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet

and electronic communications. Angle's List is not responsible for any delays, failures or other damage

resulting from such problems.

22. USER FEEDBACK

Angle's List appreciates hearing from You, as well as our other users, and welcomes Your comments

regarding our Service. Please be advised; however, that our policy does not permit us to accept or

consider creative ideas, suggestions, or materials other than those which we have specifically requested.

Although we do value Your feedback on our Service; please be specific in Your comments regarding our

services and do not submit creative ideas, suggestions or materials. If; despite our request, You send us
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creative suggestions, ideas, drawings, concepts or other information (collectively, the "Submissions"),

such Submissions will be the property of Angle's List. in addition, none of the Submissions will be subject

to any obligations of confidentiality and Angle's List will not be liable for any future use or disclosure of

such Submissions.

23. COPYRIGHT MATERIALS

Aside from user-submitted Content and Service Provider Content, all other materials and other

information on the Website and the Magazine, including, but not limited to, all text, graphics, logos, icons,

images, audio clips, downloads, data compilations and software (collectively, the "Copyright Materials")

are the exclusive property of Angle's List and/or its licensors and are protected by all United States and

international copyright laws.

24. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER

You understand and agree that THE SERVICE (S PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE"

BASIS AND THAT ANGIE'S LIST ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR THE

TIMELINESS, DELETION OF CONTENT OR FAILURE BY THE SERVICE. ANGIE'S LIST EXPRESSLY

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OR ANY WARRANTY THAT (A) THE SERVICE

WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, (B) THE SERVICE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY,

SECURE OR ERROR-FREE, (C) THE RESULTS THAT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THE

SERVICE WILL BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE, (D) ANY CONTENT OR INFORMATION YOU

PROVIDE OR ANGIE'S LIST COLLECTS WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED OR (E) ANY ERRORS IN ANY

SERVICE WILL BE CORRECTED. YOU AGREE THAT USE OF THE SERVICE AND THE WEBSITE IS

AT YOUR OWN RISK. In some jurisdictions, disclaimers of implied warranties are not permitted. In such

jurisdictions, some of the foregoing disclaimers may not apply to You as they relate to implied warranties.

25. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT ANGIE'S LIST WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, COMPENSATORY, CONSEQUENTIAL OR

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES (EVEN IF ANGIE'S LIST HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES) (COLLECTIVELY, "DAMAGES"), RESULTING FROM: (A) THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE SERVICE; (B} THE COST OF ANY GOODS AND/OR SERVICES PURCHASED OR

OBTAINED AS A RESULT OF THE USE OF THE SERVICE; (C) DISCLOSURE OF, UNAUTHORIZED

ACCESS TO OR ALTERATION OF YOUR INFORMATION OR CONTENT; (D} CONTENT YOU

SUBMIT, RECEIVE, ACCESS, TRANSMIT OR OTHERWISE CONVEY THROUGH THE SERVICE; (E)

STATEMENTS OR CONDUCT OF ANY SERVICE PROVIDERS OR OTHER THIRD PARTY THROUGH

THE SERVICE; (F) ANY OTHER MATTER RELATING TO THE SERVICE; (G) ANY BREACH OF THIS

AGREEMENT BY ANGIE'S LIST OR THE FAILURE OF ANGIE'S LIST TO PROVIDE THE SERVICE
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UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR (H) ANY OTHER DEALINGS OR INTERACTIONS YOU HAVE WITH

ANY SERVICE PROVIDERS (OR ANY OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES OR AGENTS}. THESE

LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW. In some jurisdictions,

limitations of liability are not permitted. In such jurisdictions, some of the foregoing limitations may not

apply to You.

You understand and agree that Your unlimited access to the Content on the Website or in the Magazine

represents a substantial portion of the value You receive from Your Angie's List's membership fee.

THEREFORE, TO THE EXTENT ANGIE'S LIST IS FOUND LIABLE FOR ANYTHING RELATED TO

THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OF THE SERVICE, ANGIE'S LIST'S LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES WILL

NOT EXCEED THE EQUIVALENT OF ONE (1) MONTH OF MEMBERSHIP FEES (IF MEMBERSHIP

FEES ARE PAID ON AN OTHER THAN MONTHLY BASIS IT WILL BE THE PRORATED VALUE OF

MEMBERSHIP FEES OVER A ONE (1) MONTH PERIOD).

YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT ANGIE'S LIST CONTRACTS WITH A THIRD

PARTY TO PROCESS YOUR PAYMENT OF MEMBERSHIP FEES TO ANGIE'S LIST THROUGH THE

USE OF A CREDIT CARD (A "CREDIT CARD PROCESSOR"). YOU UNDERSTAND AND AGREE

THAT NEITHER A CREDIT CARD PROCESSOR NOR ANY OTHER PARTY INVOLVED IN THE

CREDIT CARD PROCESSING PROCESS FOR ANGIE'S LIST, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE COMPANY ISSUING THE CREDIT CARD TO YOU AND THE MERCHANT BANK

(COLLECTIVELY, THE "RELEASED PARTIES") SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES (AS

DEFINED HEREIN AND SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION SUFFERED

BY YOU AS A RESULT OF THE FAILURE OF ANGIE'S LIST TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO YOU

UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT BY ANGIE'S LIST. YOU

HEREBY RELEASE EACH OF THE RELEASED PARTIES FROM ANY AND ALL DAMAGES YOU MAY

SUFFER AS A RESULT OF THE FAILURE OF ANGIE'S LIST TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO YOU

UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT BY ANGIE'S LIST. YOU

AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS EACH OF THE RELEASED PARTIES FOR ANY AND

ALL DAMAGES IT MAY SUFFER AS A RESULT OF YOUR BREACH OF THIS SECTION. YOU

HEREBY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT ANGIE'S LIST SHALL BE SOLELY LIABLE FOR THE

PAYMENT OF ANY DAMAGES TO YOU UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

26. INDEMNIFICATION

You agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Angie's List, its officers, managers, owners,

employees, agents, designees, users, successors, assigns, service providers and suppliers from and

against all losses, liabilities, expenses, damages, claims, demands and costs, including reasonable

attorneys' fees and court costs due to or arising from: (a) any violation of this Agreement by You; (b) the

inaccurate or untruthful Content or other information provided by You to Angie's List or that You submit;

transmit or otherwise make available through the Service; or (c) any intentional or willful violation of any
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rights of another or harm You may have caused to another. Angie's List will have sole control of the

defense of any such damage or claim.

27. BREACH OF AGREEMENT AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

You understand and agree that, because damages are often difficult to calculate, if it becomes necessary

for Angie's List to pursue legal action to enforce the terms and conditions of this Agreement, You will be

liable to pay us the following amounts as liquidated damages, which You accept as reasonable estimates

of Angie's List's damages for the specified breaches of this Agreement:

(A) If You post Content in violation of this Agreement, You agree to promptly pay Angie's List One

Thousand Dollars ($1,000) for each item of Content posted in violation of this Agreement. We may (but

shall not be required to) to issue You a warning before assessing damages.

(B) If You display, copy, duplicate, reproduce, sell, re-sell or exploit for any purpose any Content in

violation of this Agreement, You agree to pay One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) for each item of Content

displayed, copied, duplicated, reproduced, sold, re-sold or exploited in violation of this Agreement

(C) If You use computer programming routines that are intended to aggregate records or reviews from the

Service or otherwise damage, interfere with, disrupt, impair, disable or otherwise overburden our Website,

You agree to pay One Hundred Dollars ($100) for each review or record that is aggregated, disrupted,

damaged or otherwise affected by You.

(d) Except as set forth in the foregoing subsections (a) through (c), inclusive, You agree to pay the actual

damages suffered by Angie's List, including, but not limited to attorneys' fees and court costs, to the

extent such actual damages can be reasonably calculated. Notwithstanding any other provision of this

Agreement, we reserve the right to seek the remedy of specific performance of any term contained

herein, or a preliminary or permanent injunction against the breach of any such term or in aid of the

exercise of any power granted in this Agreement, or any combination thereof.

28. NOTICE

You agree that Angie's List may communicate any notices to You under this Agreement, through

electronic mail, regular mail or posting the notices on the Website. All notices to Angie's List will be

provided by either sending: (i) an email to memberservices@angieslist.com; or (ii) a letter, first class

certified mail, to Angie's List, 1030 East Washington, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202, Attn: Member Services.

Such notices will be deemed delivered upon the earlier of the verification of delivery or two (2) business

days after being sent.

In accordance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Title 17 of the United States Code,

Section 512 ("DMCA"), Angle's List will respond promptly to claims of copyright or trademark infringement

that are reported to the agent that we have designated to receive notifications of claims infringement (its

"Designated Agent"}. Our Designated Agent is:
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Angie's List, Inc.

1030 E. Washington St.

Indianapolis, IN 46202

Attn: Evan Hock

Email: copyrightagent@angieslist.com

If You are a copyright or trademark owner (or authorized to act on behalf of the copyright or trademark

owner) and believe that Your work's copyright or trademark has been infringed, please report Your notice

of infringement to us by providing our Designated Agent with a written notification of claimed infringement

that includes substantially the following:

i. a physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an

exclusive right that is allegedly infringed;

ii. identification of the copyrighted work or trademark claimed to have been infringed, or, if multiple

copyrighted works or trademarks at a single online site are covered by a single notification, a

representative list of such works at that site;

iii. identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity

and that is to be removed or access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably

sufficient to permit us to locate the material;

iv. information reasonably sufficient to permit us to contact You, such as an address, telephone

number, and, if available, an electronic mail address at which You may be contacted;

v. a statement that You have a good faith belief that use of the material in the manner complained of

is not authorized by the copyright or trademark owner, its agent, or the law; and

vi. a statement that the information in the notification is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that

You are authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.

Angle's List will investigate notices of copyright and trademark infringement and take appropriate actions

under the DMCA. Inquiries that do not follow this procedure may not receive a response.

29. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement governs Your use of the Service and constitutes the entire agreement between You and

Angle's List. It supersedes any prior or contemporaneous negotiations, discussions or agreements,

whether written or oral, between You and Angle's List regarding the subject matter contained in this

Agreement. Additional terms and conditions may exist between You and third parties, including but not

limited to, Service Providers and others. You represent and warrant that those third party agreements do

not interfere with Your obligations and duties to Angle's List under this Agreement.

30. GOVERNING LAW

This Agreement and the relationship between You and Angle's List will be governed by the laws of the
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State of Indiana, notwithstanding the choice of law provisions of the venue where any action is brought,

where the violation occurred, where You may be located or any other jurisdiction. You agree and consent

to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state or federal courts located in Marion County, Indiana and waive any

defense of lack of personal jurisdiction or improper venue or forum non conveniens to a claim brought in

such court, except that Angie's List may elect, in its sole discretion, to litigate the action in the county or

state where any breach by You occurred or where You can be found. You agree that regardless of any

statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out or related to Your use of the Service

or this Agreement shall be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action arose or will forever

be barred.

31. PROVISIONS REMAINING IN EFFECT

In the event Your membership with Angie's List is terminated or lapses or You are no longer a user of

Angie's List, certain provisions of this Agreement will continue to remain in effect, including, but not limited

to, Sections 12, 14, 15, 17 and 23 through 31.

32. MISCELLANEOUS

This Agreement may not be re-sold or assigned by You. If You assign, or try to assign, this Agreement,

such assignment or attempted assignment will be void and unenforceable. It will not be considered a

waiver of Angie's List's rights if Angie's List fails to enforce any of the terms or conditions of this

Agreement against You. In the event a court finds a provision in this Agreement to not be valid, You and

Angie's List agree that such court should incorporate a similar provision that would be considered valid,

with all other provisions remaining valid in the Agreement. No joint venture, partnership, employment or

agency relationship exists between You and Angie's List as a result of this Agreement or use of the

Service. You acknowledge and agree that each of the Released Parties shall be an intended third party

beneficiary of this Agreement.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT, YOU

MUST NOT USE THE SERVICE. BY USING THE SERVICE, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE

READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND YOU

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

My Angie

My Favorites

My Purchase History

My Search History

My Reviews

My Account

Manage My Account

Contact Preferences

Invite a Friend

Gift Memberships

Member Resources

Local Deals

Member Benefits

The Big DeaIT"" Website

All Cate.ories
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My Complaint Resolutions Write a Review

More Angie's List About Us

Angie's List Answers F~

Angie's List Magazine Contact Us

Angie's List Videos Angie Hicks

Angie's List Marketplace Press Center

iPhone and iPad App Careers

Android App Investor Relations

Connect with us 1 (888) 888—LIST

O Copyright 1995-2015, Angie's List. All Rights Reserved. ~ Privacy Policy ~ Membership Agreement (revised 5/9/2014)
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~ Q ~ Join Now Sign InAng~es I iste ~_•~I.s~•sasa',~~~~v:i~d~a~(:~
Service or health professional? Visit Business Center

Quick Tour How It Works FAQ In the Press The Big Deal Contact Us

Understanding and sorting search results
Updated 02/10/2015 01:38 PM

How are companies displayed and organized?

To get a list of recommendations for an upcoming project, start by searching the List. Your
search results will be comprised of information about providers in your area, including:

Coupon
......... ..................... .

Plumbing Heating Paramedics

Plumbing. water heaters, drain Cleaning. gas piping, ------------- --
heating, air conditioning, heat pumps, water treatment, REviEV's

bathroom and kitchen remodels. free second opinions... ~ ~~81

T~89 for aWhole-House Plumbing
Inspection, Water Heater Flush .And... SH~L'P PdAP +

• The letter grade is the average rating the provider has earned in the service category over
the past three years. We use an "A" through "F" grade scale, like a report card.

• To the right of their grade, you'll see the number of reviews the provider has received in
the service category in the past three years is displayed. If we have reviews from members
within 5 miles of your address, you'll see another number in gray beneath the total number
of reviews.

• If a company is offering coin or Bia Deals, there will be a coupon icon or a Buy it Now
button. Click the provider's name to find out more about these offers.

• Providers who have earned our Super Service Award will have a green and yellow
star near their name.

To see the provider's contact information and recent feedback, click their name. On their profile
page, you'll be able to view all reviews and learn more about the company.

Sorting results

A provider's position in your search results is determined by their recent rg odes and number of
reviews. Companies with the best ratings from members will appear first. To help prevent the
same providers from always showing up first, companies who have earned similar grades are
rotated within your results.

~ Search Results to "Plumbing" near 1030 Easl Was~inplon, Intllaoapol~c, IN 46202

488 Search Results Sort By: With Coupons ~ ~]

By member request, highly-rated providers who also offer coupons are placed at the top of
search results. To sort providers using different criteria, such as distance or alphabetically by
name, use the Sort By drop down menu above your search results or add search filters.

Using search filters

To refine your results, there are a several different filters you can use to narrow your options.
These filters are in the vertical tool bar to the left of your results.
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Understanding and sorting search results

A88 Search Results Sort By: YYitli Cc.,punc

~ CouCen

B & W Plumbing n

Residential 8 commercial plumbing, hesting, air Q ~ 5~
cartditinning., humdi6ers. ~r cleaners, W lights, drain ~ t
claanireg. sevrer line leaning, •rraler heafars, gas...

L10W WRe

Service Plus ~'
y, CeuPon

Au conditioner and heat pump wpah. replacement.
plumbing. sewer repair &replacement. r—A~.,ey,3

600
s~o sm~. w

SM01Y IMP

y, Cowan

Aqua Pro

P€umbeng and fuAure repair a replacement. dram clogs
8. Cl2i11 (tt~If11EI1811G8. 1Yi3~~ ~Y9lef 1if18, SMVef 6~8 %'-a;̀'E~~y' ~.
repair and installation 8 eloMnc and gas water.. ~ ~3

Camera tvpaann of Sevrer one
Through Ckencul Only $T5~

3FgW WP•

■J, Coupon

Mr. Plumber

Piumbnp sensce a^d repair. drain dePNng. sewer
rn~~ir and roplacemsnt using "No D+g" trenchless

Using these filters, you can find companies that are closer to home Iry adjusting the distance
filters. You can also choose to view only companies that are Super Service Award winners or
Page of Happiness nominees within your results (if available) or find coupons or Big Deals.

The Filter by Keyword field at the bottom of the tool bar allows you to focus your searches. A
keyword search will scan through business descriptions, listed services, and member reviews to
find matches for your search terms. For example, instead of looking through the entire roofing
category for companies that have experience doing soffit repair, you can filter your results by
keyword to save time.

Home About Us Gift Memberships Business Center

quick Tour Careers News Local Guides

Haw It Works The Bia Deal Anaie's Bloa Consumer Reviews by Cateaory

FA~C, Privacy Police Videos Find Contractors &Doctors

Contact Us Classic Cars Home Improvement Tips Answers

Investor Relations Affiliate Program Articles

Follow us

i 

„YOU ,
~,

O Copyright 1995-2011, Angle's List. All Rights Reserved.
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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM 10-K
(Mark One)

❑ Annual Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of'the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2013

~~

❑ Transition Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

For the transition period from to

Commission file number 001-35339

ANGIE'S LIST, INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

Delaware 27-2440197

(State or other jurisdiction of (I.R.S. Employer

incorporation or organization) Identification Number)

1030 E. Washington Street

Indianapolis, IN 46202

(Address of principal executive offices) (Zip Code)

(888) 888-5478

(Registrant's telephone number, including area code)

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act:

(Title of each class) (Name of each exchange on which registered)

Common Stock, $0.001 par value The NASDAQ Stock Market LLC

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Act:

None.
(Title of Class)

Indicate by check mark if the registrant is a well-known seasoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act. Yes ❑ No ❑

Indicate by check mark if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act. Yes ❑ No

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of

1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was required to file such reports), and (2) has been subject to such

filing requirements for the past 90 days. Yes ❑ No

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant has submitted electronically and posted on its corporate Web site, if any, every Interactive Data File

required to be submitted and posted pursuant to Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§232.405 of this chapter) during the preceding 12 months (or for such

shorter period that the registrant was required to submit and post such files). Yes i_' No

Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S-K is not contained herein, and will not be contained,

to the best of regish•ant's knowledge, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated by reference in Part III of this Form 10-K or any

amendment to this Form 10-K.

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, anon-accelerated filer, or a smaller reporting

company. See tl~e definitions of "large accelerated Viler," "accelerated filer" and "smaller reporting company" in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act.
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Large accelerated filer ❑ Accelerated filer

Non-accelerated filer ❑ (Do not check if a smaller reporting company) Smaller reporting company

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act). Yes ❑ No ❑

The aggregate market value of the voting common stock held by non-affiliates of the registrant as of June 30, 2013, computed by reference to the
number of shares outstanding and using the price at which the stock was last sold, was $1,134,108,866.

As of February 27, 2014, the number of shares of the registrants common stock outstanding was 58,507,109.
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DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

Portions of the registrant's Definitive Proxy Statement relating to its 2014 annual meeting of stockholders, to be filed subsequent to the date hereof,

are incorporated by reference into Part III of this Annual Report on Form 10-K where indicated. Such Definitive Proxy Statement will be filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission not later than 120 days after the conclusion of the registrant's fiscal year ended December 31, 2013. Except with

respect to information specifically incorporated by reference in this Annual Report on Form ] 0-K, the Definitive Proxy Statement is not deemed to be

filed as part of this Annual Report on Form l0-K.
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PART I.

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOHING STATEMENTS AND INDUSTRY DATA

This Ar:nual Report on Form 1 D-K contains ̀ ;forward-looking statements "that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. The statements
contained in this Annual Report on Form 10-K that are not purely historical are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the

Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act'), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchmzge Act'),

including, but not limited to, statements regarding our expectations, beliefs, intentions, strategies, fixture operations, futarre financial position, future

~~evenue, projected expenses and plans and objectives of manage»ient. In some cnses, you cnn identify forwa~•d-looking statements by terms such as

"anticipate, " "believe, " "estimate, " "expect, " "intend, " "may, " "might, " 'plan, " ̀project, " "will, " "would, " "should, " "could, " "can, " 'predict, "

"potential, " "continue, " "objective, " or the negative of these terms, and similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. However,

not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. In addition, some of the industry and market data contained in this Annual Report on

Form 10-K ar•e based on data collected by third parties, including The Nielsen Company ("Nielsen') and Mer~kle Inc. This information involves a
number of assumptions and limitations. Although we believe that each source is reliable as of its respective date, we have not independently verified the

accuracy or completeness of this information. These forward-looking statements re/lect our current views about future events and involve known risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actzral resLrlts, levels of activity, performance or achievement to be materially different from those

expressed o~~ implied by the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such di,Jj'erences include, but are not limited to, those

identifted below, and those discussed in the section entitled "Risk Factors "included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K. Furthermore, such forward-

looking statements speak only as of the date of this report. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking
statements to re,Jlect events or circumstances after the date of such statements. We qualify all of our forward-looking statements by these cautionary

statements.

ITEM 1. BUSINESS

Overview

Angie's List operates aconsumer-driven service for members to research, hire, rate and review local professionals for critical needs, such as

home, health care and automotive services. Our ratings and reviews, which are available only to our members, help our members find the best provider
for their local service needs. We allow local service providers who are highly rated by our members to advertise discounts and other promotions to our

members. As of December 31, 2013, we offered our service to approximately 2.5 million paying members in 253 local markets in the United States.

We help consumers purchase "high cost of failure" services in an extremely fragmented local marketplace. These services, which include home
remodeling, plumbing, roof repair, health care and automobile repair, are typically expensive and carry a high cost to the consumer if performed poorly.

Consumers seeking reputable providers of these services generally are forced to rely on incomplete data from word-of-mouth testimonials, local

advertisements, the Yellow Pages or Internet search results, all of which may be incomplete, unreliable or misleading. Our ratings are based exclusively
on reviews from our members and we accept no anonymous reviews. As a result, we believe our reviews are a trusted resource for consumers to find
high quality local service providers.

We also help local service providers find quality customers and differentiate themselves in a competitive marketplace. Our members represent an

attractive, targeted group of consumers for service providers. Our typical member is between the ages of 35 and 64, is married, owns a home, is college
educated and has an annual household income of at least $100,000, based on information derived and interpreted by us as a result of our own analysis

from general demographic data provided by Nielsen.
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The value proposition we offer to both consumers and local service providers strengthens our position as a h•usted resource and allows us to derive
revenue from both members and service providers. As more members contribute reviews to our service, we increase the breadth and depth of content
offered to members, attracting more members and enhancing the value of our service to reputable local service providers, for whom our members
constitute a large pool of qualified customers for their services. We believe our high level of member engagement and our consistently high membership
and service provider renewal rates are evidence of the value we offer both members and service providers.

Our Services

We offer an efficient way for consumers and reputable service providers to find each other, always placing the interests of the consumer first.

Member Services

Applying the "ask-your-neighbor" approach across our target markets, we compile a breadth of highly relevant, member-generated ratings and
reviews that provide insights consumers cannot obtain on their own. We collect reviews from both members and non-members, and we prohibit
anonymous reviews. Only our members' reviews factor into service providers' ratings, and consumers must subscribe to access our ratings and reviews.
We actively monitor for fraudulent reviews.

Our members' reviews span more than 720 categories of high cost of failure services such as home, health care and automotive services.
Consumers may purchase monthly, annual and multi-year memberships to Angie's List, Angie's List Health &Wellness or Angie's List Classic Cars in
certain markets, or bundled membership packages that include access to reports on local service providers in all three lists. The following table
highlights some of the service provider categories included in each of our three lists.

Angie's List

Carpet cleaning

Electrical

Handymen

Heating & A/C
Housecleaning

Painting

Plumbing

Remodeling

Roofing

Windows

Angie's List Health &Wellness

Dentists

Dermatologists

Elder care

Hospitals
OB/GYN

Ophthalmologists

Pediatricians

Plastic surgeons

Primary care

Psychiatrists

Aneie's List Classic Cars

Appraisals

Bodywork

Chrome work

Custom painting

Detailing

Engine modification .

Parts locators

Restoration

Storage

Wheels and tires

Our members rate local service providers on an "A" through "F" grading scale based on six criteria: overall experience, price, quality,

responsiveness, punctuality and professionalism. Ratings on each criterion are averaged across all member reviews submitted for the service provider to
produce the service provider's grade on Angie's List. Non-member reviews do not factor into the ratings, but appear in a separate section from the
member reviews on a service provider's profile. Service providers cannot influence their ratings on Angie's List. In addition to a letter grade, we
encourage members to provide a detailed description and commentary on the service experience. We also ask for the approximate cost of the service, the
date that the service was provided and whether the member would hire the local service provider again. Members can report on each unique experience
they have with a service provider. However, if a member submits more than one review on the same service provider within 180 days, the second review
is published only if we determine that it is for a separate service experience. Member ratings determine which local service providers are eligible to offer
discounts and other money-saving promotions.
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We do not allow our members to submit reviews anonymously. We believe that this policy is critical to maintaining the integrity of our reviews.
We permit local service providers to respond to reviews, both positive and negative, to provide our members both sides of the story. We also deploy a
variety of other resources, including a team of internal audit personnel and our proprietary fraud detection technology, to ensure that our members can
trust the reviews they find through our service. We use automated techniques to screen all reviews for fraudulent activity, duplicate reviews and vulgar
language prior to their publication. Flagged reviews receive additional screening to ensure their accuracy, reliability and propriety.

We provide convenient access to our members' reviews on the Internet, by smar[phone and telephone. We also provide our members with live
customer support from our inbound member call center and help our members resolve disputes with service providers through our complaint resolution
process.

In 2013, 2012, and 2011, membership revenue accounted for approximately 27%, 31 %and 3A% of our total revenue, respectively.

Service Provider Services

Our members are looking for reputable providers of high cost of failure services, and use our service to find them. Consumers subscribe to our
service when they are ready to purchase. Local service providers with high ratings from our members benefit from access to this large, qualified pool of
demand.

We offer local service providers with an average grade of "B" or better and at least two reviews submitted in the last three years the opportunity to
offer exclusive discounts to our members through their online profiles, through our inbound member call center and in Angie's List Magazine . If a
service provider's grade falls below a "B" during the term of its contract, or if a service provider refuses to engage in our complaint resolution process or
engages in what we determine to be dishonest behavior on our service, we immediately terminate its contract and suspend its discounts and other
promotions. This policy, which may cause us to forgo revenue that we otherwise would receive, is guided by our commitment to our consumer-first
philosophy.

In addition to traditional advertising on our website and publications, we offer our members the opportunity to purchase services through us from
service providers rated on our website, which we refer to as e-commerce. These offerings are available through both email promotions and through
postings on our website. When the member purchases the service, the transaction is processed through Angie's List. The member then can work directly
with the service provider to schedule the service. These e-commerce offerings provide our members a discount and an easier way to complete their
service needs.

Because our membership, not Angie's List, determines which local service providers are eligible to advertise with us based on their reviews,
service providers who advertise are known to be reputable. We believe that smaller local service providers particularly benefit from our service because
they compete based on the quality and value of their services rather than the size of their marketing budgets.

A local service provider does not need to advertise with us to be included on Angie's List or to manage its online profile. We encourage local
service providers to take an active role in managing their profiles and monitoring members' ratings and reviews through our free Business Center
service. Through this service, local service providers can update their profile contact information, sign up for email notification when we receive a new
review of their services and respond to members' reviews.

In 2013, 2012, and 2011, service provider revenue accounted for approximately 73%, 69%and 62% of our total revenue, respectively
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Marketing and Sales

We focus our marketing efforts primarily on acquiring new members to increase our market penetration. Our marketing strategy includes a mix of
advertising offline on national cable and broadcast television, national broadcast radio and magazines as well as online through search engine marketing
and online display. Our co-founder and Chief Marketing Officer, Angie Hicks, serves as the company spokeswoman. Additionally, we use our original
content to supplement our advertising spend and further strengthen our brand through search engine optimization.

Our sales personnel focuses on originating and renewing advertising contracts and identifying and converting e-commerce opportunities with
service providers. The majority of this sales force is located at our headquarters in Indianapolis, Indiana, and they will call upon eligible local service
providers in our 253 paid membership markets in the United States.

Competition

We compete for members with traditional, offline consumer resources and with online providers of consumer ratings, reviews and referrals on the
basis of a number of factors, including breadth of our service provider listings, reliability of our content, breadth, depth and timeliness of information
and strength and recognition of our brand. We also compete for a share of local service providers' overall advertising budgets with traditional, offline
media companies and other Internet marketing providers on the basis of a number of factors, including return on investment, our high quality
membership profile, effectiveness and relevance of our member discount program, our pricing structure and recognition of our brand. Our competitors
include:

Traditional, offline competitors . We compete for members with a number of traditional, offline consumer resources, such as the Yellow
Pages and Consumers' CHECKBOOK. Many of these competitors also have consumer reviews and information about service providers
available online.

Online competitors . We compete for members with "free to consumer" online ratings websites and referral services funded directly by
service providers or by service provider advertising, such as HomeAdvisor, Inc., the "Diamond Certified" directory operated by American
Ratings Corporation, Yelp, Inc., Kudzu, an indirect subsidiary of Cox Enterprises, Inc., and Insider Pages, an indirect subsidiary of
IAC/InterActiveCorp. In our Angie's List Health &Wellness categories, we compete for members with other online resources for patients,
such as RateMDs, Inc. and Health Grades, Inc. Across all categories, we also compete with established Internet companies such as Facebook,
Inc., Google, Inc., Groupon, Inc., LivingSocial, Inc., Microsoft Corporation and Yahoo! Inc.

Our Technology

Our proprietary technology platform is designed to create an engaging user experience for our members, to enable us to collect and verify the
integrity of our members' reviews and to help us to connect our members with relevant local service providers. We have a team of product and
engineering professionals at our headquarters in Indianapolis, Indiana and in Palo Alto, California dedicated to enhancing our technology platform,
developing new services for members and service providers and conducting product and quality assurance testing.

Key elements of our proprietary technology platform include:

Search .Our search technology combines structured and free-form content to allow members to search for service providers in numerous
categories. Our search uses a number of factors, such as grade, number of reviews, service area and current discounts or other promotions to
connect our members with the most relevant local service providers.

Targeted review acquisition . We have developed a review targeting engine for collecting reviews on local service providers from our
members. This engine enables us to identify members who may have hired a service provider they found through Angie's List, and we
encourage these members to submit a review of their service experience.
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If you have questions, please call us at 1-888-888-LIST

(5478).
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Answers
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OO Copyright 1995-2013 by Angie's List Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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to find high quality service companies and health care professionals in

over 500 categories. From plumbers and painters to dentists and

dermatologists, reviews come directly from homeowners in your area.

Take our quick tour »

Angie's List is better than free review sites:

• No anonymous reviews.

• Certified data collection process prevents companies and

providers from reporting on themselves or their

competitors.

• Our Complaint Resolution Team will intercede if a home

repair or health experience goes bad.

• Companies and providers respond to reports, so you get

the whole story.

What you get:

• Access to great local reviews on AngiesList.com.

• Live support through our call center.

• Award-winning Angie's List magazine.

• Access to our Complaint Resolution Team.

• Discounts from highly rated service companies.

Questions? Take our quick tour»

s~~~, ~r,a~,yr,~
Questac~ns?

JoY~ Angle's Ll~t f i-SSS-888-LIST

Certified data
Before they're posted, all reviews are checked in order to
guard against providers and companies that try to report
on themselves or their competitors. This process was
reviewed and approved during a 2009 audit by BPA
Worldwide.

Businesses don't pay
Businesses are rated on the List only when a member
submits a report. Angie's List is aconsumer-driven service
supported by membership fees.

• Do businesses advertise?
• Does Angie's List offer a trial membership?

~~ ~,s Start your search right by checking Angie's List reviews first.
Got some questions? Call us today at 1-888-888-LIST (5478).

O Copyright OO 1995-2011 , Angie's List. All Rights Reserved.

The Biq Deal ~ Local Guides ~ Consumer Reviews by Cateaory ~ Find Contractors &Doctors
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1-888-888-5478

Get the best service
Find detailed reviews on roofers, plumbers, house cleaners, dentists

and more! Over 1.5 million households check Angie's List before they
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• Exclusive discounts from top-rated businesses —save up to 70%
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• Live call center and help if a project goes bad

Or join with:
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Angie and a member explain the
benefits of membership.

Testimonials

"Before Angie's List, selecting a service provider was like throwing
darts blind folded. Those who report on Angie's List have helped me
make informed, logical, educated decisions. I am truly grateful."
- Nancy B., St. Paul, Minn.

"When I had a problem with a service provider, Angie stuck up for
me, and I got action immediately. I wish I would have called earlier!"
- Robert H., Columbus, Ohio

See more praise

Members submit 65,000 new reviews each month in the following service categories:

HOME OUTDOOR HEALTH AUTO AND MUCH MORE...

Carpet Cleaning Bicycles Dentists Auto Service Catering

Electrical Fencing Dermatologists Auto Detailing Child Care

Handymen Landscaping Elder Care Auto Sales Dance Instruction

Heating & A/C Lawn Irrigation Hospitals Auto Tires Fitness Centers
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Painting Lawn Treatment Ophthalmologists Auto Transmission Jewelery Sales &Repair

Plumbing Lawn &Yard Work Pediatricians Auto Service Limousine Service

Remodeling Mulch &Topsoil Plastic Surgeons Auto Detailing Manicures/Pedicures

Roofing Pool &Spa Service Primary Care Auto Sales Massage Therapy

Windows Tree Service Psychiatrists Auto Tires More

Home About Us Gift Memberships Business Center Follow us

Quick Tour Careers News Local Guides . ~

How It Works The Biq Deal Anaie's Bloq Consumer Reviews by Category 

~ ~ .F~ Classic Cars Videos Find Contractors &Doctors ~

Contact Us Privacy Policy Home Improvement Tips Answers

Investor Relations Affiliate Program Articles Home Shows

O Copyright 1995-2012, Angie's Lisl. All Rights Reserved.
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As filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on August 25, 2011
Registration No. 333-

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM S-1
REGISTRATION STATEMENT

UNDER
THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933

ANGIE'S LIST, INC.
(Exact Name of Registrant as Specified in Its Charter)

Delaware 7379 27-2440197
(State or Other Jurisdiction of (Primary Standard Industrial (I.R.S. Employer
Incorporation or Organization) Classification Code Number) Identification Number)

1030 E. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

(888) 888-5478
(Address, Including Zip Code, and Telephone Number, Including Area Code, of Registrant's Principal Executive Offices)

William S. Oesterle
Chief Executive Officer

Angie's List, Inc.
1030 E. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

(888) 888-5478
(Name, Address, Including Zip Code, and Telephone Number, Including Area Code, of Agent For Service)

Copies to:

Francis S. Currie Christopher Kaufman

Martin A. Wellington
Davis Polk &Wardwell LLP

1600 El Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025

(650) 752-2000

Tad Freese
Latham &Watkins LLP

140 Scott Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025

(650) 328-4600

Approximate date of commencement of proposed sale to the public: As soon as practicable after the effective date
of this Registration Statement.

If any ofthe securities being registered on this form are to be offered on a delayed or continuous basis pursuant to
Rule 415 under the Securities Act of 1933, check the following box. ❑

If this form is filed to register additional securities for an offering pursuant to Rule 462(b) under the Securities Act,

check the following box and list the Securities Act registration statement number ofthe earlier effective registration
statement for the same offering. ❑

If this form is apost-effective amendment filed pursuant to Rule 462(c) under the Securities Act, check the following
box and list the Securities Act registration statement number of the earlier effective registration statement for the same

offering. ❑

If this form is apost-effective amendment filed pursuant to Rule 462(d) under the Securities Act, check t11e following
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box and list the Securities Act registration statement number of the earlier effective registration statement for the same
offering. ❑

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, anon-accelerated filer,

or a smaller reporting company. See the definitions of "large accelerated filer," "accelerated filer" and "smaller reporting

company" in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act.

Large accelerated filer ❑ Accelerated filer ❑

Non-accelerated filer D (Do not check if a smaller reporting company) Smaller reporting company ❑

CALCULATION OF REGISTRATION FEE

Title Of Each Class
Of Rv~urifirs Tn Rv RPais

(2) Includes offering price of shares that the underwriters have the option to purchase to cover overallotments, if any.

The Registrant hereby amends this Registration Statement on such date or dates as may be necessary to delay its

effective date until the Registrant shall file a further amendment which specifically states that this Registration Statement

shall thereafter become effective in accordance with Section 8(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 or until the Registration
Statement shall become effective on such date as the Commission, acting pursuant to said Section 8(a), may determine.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/ds1.htm 2/179

(1) Estimated solely for the purpose of computing the amount of the registration fee pursuant to Rule 457(0) under the

Securities Act of 1933.
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The information in this prospectus is not complete and may be changed. GVe and the selling stockholders may not sell these securities until the registration statc~nc~it
filed with the Securities aid Exchange Commission is efTective. This prospec;nis is not an offer to sell these securities and it is not soliciting an offer to buy these
securities in any state wlicre: the offer or sale is not permitted.

Subject to Completion
Preliminary Prospectus dated August 25, 2011

PROSPECTUS

Shares

~ , ~
,~.

Common Stock

This is Angie's List, Int.'s initial public offering. We are selling shares of our common stock and the selling
stockholders are selling shares of our common stock. We will not receive any proceeds from the sale of shares to be
offered by the selling stockholders.

We expect the public offering price to be between $ and $ per share. Currently, no public market exists for
the shares. After pricing of the offering, we expect that the shares will trade on the under the symbol " ."

Investing in our common stock involves risks that are described in the "Risk Factors"
section beginning on page 10 of this prospectus.

Pcr Share Tutal

Public offering price $ $
Underwriting discount $ $
Proceeds, before expenses, to us $ $
Proceeds, before expenses, to the selling stockholders $ $

The underwriters may also exercise their option to purchase up to an additional shares from us, and up to an
additional shares from the selling stockholders, at the public offering price, less the underwriting discount, for 30 days
after the date of this prospectus to cover overallotments, if any.

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved
of these securities or determined if this prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal
offense.

The shares will be ready for delivery on or about , 2011.

Allen &Company LLC

Janney Montgomery Scott

BofA Merrill Lynch

Stifel Nicolaus Weisel RBC Capital Markets

Oppenheimer & Co. ThinkEquity LLC CODE Advisors

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/dsl.htm 3/179
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The date ofthis prospectus is , 2011.
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We, the selling stockholders and the underwriters have not authorized anyone to provide you with information that

is different from that contained in this prospectus. We take no responsibility for, and can provide no assurance as to the
reliability of, any other information that others may give you. We, the selling stockholders and the undervvriters are not
offering to sell, or seeking offers to buy, our common stock in any jurisdiction where such offer or sale is not permitted. The
information contained in this prospectus is accurate only as of the date of this prospectus, regardless of the time of delivery of

this prospectus or of any sale of our common stock. Our business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects may

have changed since that date.

Unless the context requires otherwise, the words "Angie's List," the "company," "we," "us" and "our" refer to

Angie's List, Inc. For purposes of this prospectus, the term "stockholders" shall refer to holders of our common stock.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/ds1.htm 8/179
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY

This summary highlights information contained elsewhere in this prospectus and does not contain all of the
information that you should consider in making your investment decision. Before investing in our common stock, you
should carefully read this entire prospectus, including our consolidatecl~nancial statements and the related notes
included in this prospectus and the information set forth under the headings "Risk Factors" and "Management's
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations. "

Our Mission

Our mission is to help consumers find the best service providers and promote happy transactions.

Our Company

We operate aconsumer-driven solution for our members to research, hire, rate and review local professionals for
critical needs, such as home, health care and automotive services. Our ratings and reviews, which are available only to our
members, help our members to find the best provider for their local service needs. As of June 30, 2011, we had more than
820,000 paid memberships. We allow local service providers who are highly rated by our members to advertise discounts
and otherpromotions to our members.

We help consumers purchase "high cost of failure" services in an extremely fragmented local marketplace. These
services, which include home remodeling, plumbing, roof repair, health care and automobile repair, are typically
expensive and carry a high cost to the consumer if performed poorly. Our ratings are based exclusively on reviews from
our members and we accept no anonymous reviews. As a result, we believe our reviews are a trusted resource for
consumers to find high quality local service providers.

We also help local service providers find quality customers and differentiate themselves in a competitive
marketplace. Our members represent an attractive, targeted group of consumers for service providers. Our typical member
is between the ages of 35 and 64, is married, owns a home, is college educated and has an annual household income of at
least $100,000, based on information derived and interpreted by us as a result of our own analysis from general
demographic data provided by Nielsen. In 2010, our members averaged 1 1.4 unique searches per member for local service
providers and 37% of our members wrote a review on at least one service provider.

The value proposition we offer to both consumers and local service providers strengthens our position as a
trusted resource and allows us to derive revenue from both members and service providers. As more members contribute
reviews to our service, we increase the breadth and depth of content offered to members, attracting more members and
enhancing the value of our service to reputable local service providers, for whom our members constitute a large pool of
qualified customers for their services.

As of June 30, 2011, we offered our service to paying members in 170 local markets in the United States. From
December 31, 2008 through June 30, 2011, we grew from approximately 333,000 to more than 820,000 paid
memberships, representing a compound annual growth rate of 43.4%. Our membership growth has been driven largely by
our national advertising strategy, which resulted in our marketing expense of $30.2 million and $29.2 million in 20] 0
and the six months ended June 30, 20l 1, respectively. We continue to scale our investment in advertising to grow our
membership base. In 2010 and the six months ended June 30, 2011, ourrevenuewas $59.0 million and $38.6 million,
respectively. In the same periods, our net loss was $27.2 million and $25.8 million.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/ds1.htm 9/179
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Market Overview

The local services market is large, highly fragmented and inefficient. According to ESRI Business Informations

Solutions, consumers spent more than $400 billion on local service providers in 2010, including remodeling services,

furniture repair and cleaning, movers, appliance repair and pest control. In addition, according to the U.S. Center for

Medicare and Medicaid Services, in 2009 U.S. consumers and private health insurers spent more than $420 billion on

physician and clinical services, dental services and services performed by other health care professionals. Millions of

small businesses and health care professionals vie for those dollars every year.

Despite the size ofthis market, consumers and local service providers have historically lacked an efficient way to

connect. Consumers traditionally have been forced to rely on a variety of inefficient sources to navigate the difficult

landscape of the local services marketplace, often turning to friends and neighbors for recommendations ofcompanies to

hire. These referrals are usually based on a single interaction, and it can be difficult or impossible for a consumer to

confirm aword-of-mouth recommendation before making a purchase decision.

Similarly, local service providers are faced with significant challenges in finding customers who are motivated to

purchase and in distinguishing themselves from their competitors on the basis of quality. Historically, local service

providers relied upon traditional offline advertising services such as newspapers and the Yellow Pages that do not

provide them with the ability to target high quality, motivated customers or to differentiate themselves from their

competitors.

While the Internet has transformed the way that information is accessed and shared, profoundly impacting the
local services marketplace, it has not by itself solved these problems for either the consumer or the local service provider.

Information on the Internet is inherently susceptible to fraud and bias. For example, a single nefarious competitor can

embellish its own reputation or tarnish the reputations of its competitors. This can result in consumer uncertainty and

doubt, particularly when searching for information regarding high cost of failure services.

We believe that solving these age-old inefficiencies ofthe local services marketplace requires a trusted

intermediary to compile, organize and make available reliable information on local service providers. We offer an

efficient way for consumers and reputable service providers to find each other.

The Angie's List Solution

Our solution to the problems of the local services marketplace starts with our unwavering commitment to placing

the interests of the consumer first. Our consumer-centric approach provides the following benefits:

For consumers:

A trusted and efficient way to find the best local service provider. Applying the "ask-your-neighbor"

approach across ourtarget markets, we compile a breadth ofhighly relevant, member-generated ratings and

reviews that provide insights consumers cannot obtain on their own.

A robust and convenient resource. Our members' reviews span more than 550 categories ofhigh cost of

failure services such as home, health care and automotive services, and are accessible by members on the

Internet, by smartphone, telephone or text message and in our monthly magazine.

Money-saving benefits from quality local service providers. Member ratings determine which local service

providers are eligible to offerpromotions to our members, which must take the form of discounts or other

money-saving promotions.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/dsl.htm 10/179
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For local service providers:

An efficient way to reach target consumers. Local service providers with high ratings from our members
benefit from access to a large, qualified pool of demand.

An effective way for reputable local service providers to shine. Because our membership, not Angie's List,

determines which local service providers are eligible to advertise with us based on their reviews, service

providers who advertise are known to be reputable.

Our Strengths

Since our inception 16 years ago, we have developed and are leveraging the following key strengths of our

business model:

• Loyal and engaged membership. Our members renew their subscriptions at high annual rates, which in 2010

ranged from approximately 70%for first-year members to approximately 87%for members who had
purchased annual memberships for five years or more. In addition, our membership ishighly-engaged,

generating more than 40,000 new service provider reviews monthly in 2010.

• Extensive and reliable database ofinember-generated content. Since 1995, we have collected
approximately 2.2 million reviews of local service providers from our members. We prohibit anonymous

reviews and deploy a variety of resources, including internal audit personnel and fraud detection
technology, to ensure the integrity of the information on our service.

• Strong service provider loyalty. Our value proposition to local service providers is evidenced by the high

retention rate of service providers who participate in service provider promotions. For example, 51 % of
advertising service providers at the beginning of 2008 were still active advertisers at the beginning of 2011.

The contract value for those remaining active service providers as of January 1, 2011 equaled 160% ofthe

contract value for those same service providers as ofJanuary 1, 2008.

• Powerful network effect. As more members contribute reviews to our service, we increase the breadth and
depth of content offered to members, attracting more members and enhancing the value of our service to

reputable local service providers, for whom our members constitute a large pool ofqualified customers for

their services.

• Scalable and leverageable operations. From the beginning of2008 through June 30, 2011, we grew our

operations from 45 to 170 paid membership markets across the United States, and we have aggressively
sought to penetrate these markets. We have replicated ourbusiness model in these markets without
substantially increasing our operations and support expense.

Our Strategy

Our goal is to establish our service as the "go to" solution for consumers making purchasing decisions about

their most important local services transactions. Our strategy includes the following key components:

• Increase penetratio~z of our markets. We plan to continue to invest aggressively in national advertising to

further increase market penetration and revenue per paid membership, particularly in our largest potential

markets such as New York City and Los Angeles.

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1491778/000119312511232387/ds1.htm 11/179
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Angie's List overview

What is Angie's List?
Inspired by the difficulty her co-founder had finding reliable contractors in Columbus, Ohio, Angie Hicks went

door-to-door recruiting and collecting reviews from friends and neighbors.

With this information, she took the "ask your neighbor" concept to a higher level, using the feedback

as the basis for providing current, reliable, unbiased ratings and reviews on local service and

health providers to consumers.

19 years later, Angie's List is the nation's premier provider of trusted reviews on contractors and doctors

in more than 720 categories. More than 2.4 million paid households check Angie's List to find the best providers

and save on projects with exclusive member discounts.

How Angie's List works
Companies receive grades on Angie's List when our

members provide their experience in a review. It only

takes one review to get rated. Non-member reviews

that can be verified are accepted, and will count

toward your grade if they choose to join Angie's List.

How you benefit
When members need service, they check Angie's

List via our website, magazine or call center to find

who does the best work based on the feedback of

other local members. When the job is complete they

submit valuable reviews that turn in to quality feedback

to better your business.

On Angie's List you have the potential to build a

reputation with our members and gain new business.

Angie's List has a solid brand image and core values.

Best of all, being on Angie's List is completely free.

.. ~ Member needs

their dining
room painted

Member reads

ratings and reviews
of local painters

Member calls ~ - ~ --,

highly rated painters
for estimates

Member reviews

their hiring
experience

For more information, contacf BusinessCenter a~~ 4ngiesList. com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com '1
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Why were differen°

Premium word-of-mouth service

Reviews come from real people, not anonymous users

Consumers pay a fee to research and find high-quality businesses

Free, custom business profile to showcase your work

Free notification of reviews submitted by your customers

r~~ ~ o

>>>
~h~ .. ~`r

.~ ~ i

~~ssss ~~~>>)
..,. ~ C

Traditional Referral Angie's List Referral

Free tools to succeed

Promotional materials to help you get reviews faster

Dedicated Business Center website to manage your Angie's List presence

Friendly staff to answer questions and point you in the right direction

Helpful information and tips to maximize your listing

For more information, contacf BusinessCenter@AngiesLisf.com or call 7-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com 2
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Customers you want

Demographics
Being on Angie's List allows you to reach educated, successful consumers, seeking to hirF the best
businesses to fulfill their needs. Our members pay a fee to use Angie's List, where they access reviews
of other member experiences to make their decisions.

College educated Married

Age 35-64 $75,000 income A homeowner

Member growth
By focusing on subscribing new members and renewing current members, we've sustained rowth year
after yeai at a local and national level.

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

•~• •~~

500,000

L7

For more information, contact BusinessCentera(J~4ngiesList.com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com
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Project your services

Update your profile
Angie's List members conduct more than 1.9 million unique searches on average monthly. By completing

and updating your business profile regularly, searching members learn more about your business.

Customizing your profile is free and easy.

Service Area
Entlre Area

R Reviews in f-_~tinp R AfG

Flger rrVir.~49 dy senAC? pgi0mleA'

Inform
Share information to help members get a better understanding of your

business. Besides the basics (address, hours of operation, phone number

and email) you can add licensing information, service area and services

offered. Go the extra mile with a detailed business description to

draw members in.

Respond
Request and listen to what members are saying about your

business by looking at your report card or individual reviews. The

report card gives you an overall feel of customer satisfaction, while

the individual reviews can help diagnose service issues. Respond to

each review to show members you care about your reputation.

Uew Rev~ct Hiewcuam

C~ Rscenl All

Overall A A
Price a A
quality A A
Responsiveness A A
Punctuality A A
Protessionallsm A A
All Reviews 3~4 496
Non-Member Rev~vs 0 0
Pc)F+ Nommalions 7s t04

Operating Hours
Dairy 8:00 Am-10:00 Pm

Services InGude
Air condilfoner anA heat pump repak,
replacement &plumbing.

Services Do Not Include

we will not otter lousy service.

Payment Options

--~ visa Q

24 HourlEmergency Service:
,r« _._

Upload
Make your profile stand out by posting pictures of

work completed or of team members. Also upload

videos on the job, commercials or a recorded personal

voice message. For member convenience, licensing

and insurance documents can also be uploaded.

For more information, confact BusinessCenter@AngiesList.com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online of AngiesListBusinessCenter.com - .
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Review generation tools

Reach out to customers
Reviews are essential to establishing your presence on Angle's List and vital in getting more business. They
offer valuable feedback and give members a snapshot of how well your business performs. Tile more
reviews you accumulate, the more attractive your business is to members. The Angle's List Business
Center has developed a wide variety of tools that are easy to use, many of which are free to you. Maximize
results by using one or all options and let your member testimonials speak for you.

Review
■ Collect reviews with free, postage-paid forms for your customers

Forms
■ Print your forms for free or order customized, color copies

Print

~e~

Tear Pads ~" Smaller forms and stickers contain your customized review link

8~ Stickers
■ Leave behind after the job with invoices or Thank You cards

k Show customers you want feedback with this electronic badge
Review
Badge 

Place the badge on your website and use in emails

Online
~ ~

~- ~ A free customized link directing customers to submit reviews online
Review
Link ■ Use on invoices, stationary and business cards

'~~ ~ We cross-check your customer list with our database to identify matches
Fetch
~~ ~e Angle's List Specialists call the matches and take their review over the phone

For more information, contact BusinessCentera~) 4ngiesList.com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com S
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Create more opportunities

What's Next
For a business just starting with Angie's List, establishing your profile and presence is the main focus.

This is easily done by enhancing your profile and using our free review and communication tools, all offered

through the Angie's List Business Center. What happens once you get more reviews on Angie's List?

The Advantage
A and B rated businesses with at least 2 current reviews are eligible to advertise and extend discounts and

deals to members. Taking advantage of these opportunities Businesses that purchase a display
exponentially increases your exposure to searching advertisement receive about 12 times more

members who va►ue finding quality companies. profile views from members, based on a
nationwide average across all markets and
categories."

Premium options
Feature your business with Angie's List, positioned prominently in one or more of the following ways:

Web Placement or Keyword Advertising -Appear on the

.~-~- first page of search results so members can easily find and

access your reviews.

Storefront and The Big Deal -Gain attention from searching

~~~i1 ~ members by offering services at a lower or deeply discounted rate.

Magazine Advertising -Showcase your services in our

~~ , award winning publication distributed monthly to members

~~ ~ with local content.

Call Center Advertising - Be one of only four companies

provided when a member calls looking for ahighly-rated provider.

*Refers to a comparison based on the national average number of profile views on AngiesList.com of businesses that offer a discount
through display advertising versus A-B rated businesses who don't in all markets and categories between 1/1/2012 and 12/31/2012.

For more information, contact BusinessCentera(~IngiesList.com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com
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What businesses say

Multitude of benefits
"My company has been on the Angie's List website for several years now. Never before have we worked with

any single organization that has provided such a multitude of benefits for its members and service providers

alike. Since our establishment 40 years ago, over 85% of our leads have been generated through referrals. "

—Brian Bonell, Owner, Ali Weather Guard Corp

Building reports
"When I started my business it was a no-brainer that I had to list my own company on Angie's List. After

building my reports by consistently providing quality, dependability and fair prices Angie's List has become

one of my top marketing tools!"

—Gary R Kase, Maid Pertect Cleaning &House Keeping Services

Serious customers
"1 personally like dealing with the Angie's List members more

than any other prospective customers because they are

serious, they know what they want and they are ready to have

the work done. They're not just kicking tires and wasting my

time. This by itself gives me more than enough reason to use

Angie's List let alone the fact that our business has increased

by 30% or more every year for the past 4 years that we've

been with Angie's List.

—Jay Allman, EnviroShapes Concrete

The perfect fit
"Angle's List customers are a perfect fit for us. They are not looking for the cheapest plumbers--they are

looking for the best plumbers. Angle's customers know that the Lisf is the place to find them. Every Angle's

List customer has the opportunity to let us, and everyone else, know how we did."

—Marta Clark, All About the Pipes Plumbing Inc.

For more information, contact BusinessCenter@AngiesLisf.com or ca111-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesLisfBusinessCenter.com 7
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Get started now

As easy as ~ , 2, 3
You are in control of how you optimize and access a highly desirable consumer base, who need your
services. All it takes is a little up-front time to make the most of your presence on Angie's List.

It all starts with reviews
Obtaining 2 or 3 reviews can make a huge difference to members. The more reviews, the1 more opportunities you have to increase your visibility. With all of the review generation

tools at your fingertips, collecting reviews is easy. Use our free or premium options and ask

_ every customer to provide their feedback.

Reach out to searching members
Your business profile is a free tool to help you stand out to searching members. Update your2 information so they can properly reach you. Upload pictures, video and a detailed business
description so searching members have a snapshot of what your business can do.

Establish your presence
When you start to get more reviews, you unlock advertising and promotion

opportunities that give you an advantage of increased exposure. This can propel you

ahead of your competition and change your business for the better.

Are you ready?
Take advantage of the tools and services Angie's List provides to help you grow you business. It's free to
take control of and promote your Angie's List reputation. It all starts with one review from a customer, but the
possibilities and benefits of using Angie's List are endless.

For more information, contacf BusinessCenter@AngiesLisf.com or call 1-866-843-LIST (5478)
Visit us online at AngiesListBusinessCenter.com 8
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2/25/2015 Negative reviews on the List

An g i e~~ '' ~~e ~ 7oin Now Sign In

"" '~ '"'"~"' """~`~"`~'"' Service or health professional? Visit Business Center

Quick Tour How It Works FAQ In the Press The Big Deal Contact Us

Negative reviews on the List
Updated 01/13/2014 02:45 PM

Providers never want to see a negative feedback about the quality of their work but most
businesses take those experiences as a guide to improve. Many businesses who have received
negative grades will work to repair their rating by addressing the member's concerns and tell
their side of the story. It is extremely rare for providers to threaten members because of reviews
on Angie's List; however, if company ever harasses you be sure to let us know. We take these
situations very seriously and actively track this type behavior.

How do negative reviews affect providers?

We accept both good and bad r vi and we never remove reviews unless the member who
posted the feedback contacts us to delete it. All reviews that a provider receives are averaged
together to calculate their recent grade in a service category. Please note that reviews for about
interactions about estimates (or situations when work was not performed) are not weighted as
heavily as feedback about work that was performed.

Companies with a poor rating from our members will appear lower down on the List after
businesses who have earned good ratings for superior work. We want our members to know
about companies that do good work, as well as the ones that should be avoided.

If a company requests to be removed from the List in response to poor reviews, we will add a
notice to their profile and remove them from service category searches. These companies are
not removed from the List and you can still search for them by name to read their reviews.
Notices for issues like employing felons, committing fraudulent behavior, or harassing members
are also added to a provider's profile.

Complaint Resolution

When a member tells us about a poor experience with a provider, our Com lain
Resolution team is here to help. If we successfully help resolve an issue to our member's
satisfaction, the old review is removed and the member is given the chance to submit updated
feedback. If the problem isn't resolved, the original review remains untouched.

Hame About Us Gift Memberships

Quick Tour Careers News

Haw It Works The Bia Deal Angie's Bloq

FAQ. Privacy Policy Videos

Contact Us Classic Cars Home Improvement Tios

Investor Relations AKliate Program Articles

OO Copyright 1995-2011, Angie's List. All Rights Reserved.

Business Center

Local Guides

Consumer Reviews by Cateaory

Find Contractors &Doctors

Answers

Follow us

http://support.angieslist. com/app/answers/detail/a_id/21 /~/negative-reviews-on-the-list 1 /1
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2/25/2015 Understanding and sorting search results
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Quick Tour How It Works FAQ In the Press The Big Deal Contact Us

Understanding and sorting search results
Updated 02/10/2015 01:38 PM

How are companies displayed and organized?

To get a list of recommendations for an upcoming project, start by searching the List. Your
search results will be comprised of information about providers in your area, including:

y, Coupon

Plumbing Heating Paramedics E,,

Plumbing. ~,vater heaters. drain cleaning, gas piping. ----------- -
heating aie conditioning, heat pumps.. 4vater treatment.. REviews

bathroom and kitchen remodels. free second opinions... ~ ~~81

Yi89 for a Whole-House Plumbing ~
Inspection, Water Heater Flush Rnd... ~ sHow rrwP

• The letter grade is the average rating the provider has earned in the service category over
the past three years. We use an "A" through "F" grade scale, like a report card.

• To the right of their grade, you'll see the number of reviews the provider has received in
the service category in the past three years is displayed. If we have reviews from members
within 5 miles of your address, you'll see another number in gray beneath the total number
of reviews.

• If a company is offering cou ons or Big Deals, there will be a coupon icon or a Buy it Now
button. Click the provider's name to find out more about these offers.

• Providers who have earned our Super Service Award will have a green and yellow
star near their name.

To see the provider's contact information and recent feedback, click their name. On their profile
page, you'll be able to view all reviews and learn more about the company.

Sorting results

A provider's position in your search results is determined by their recent rg ades and number of
reviews. Companies with the best ratings from members will appear first. To help prevent the
same providers from always showing up first, companies who have earned similar grades are
rotated within your results.

Search the ~::~i Searcn Resuus is ~Plumbinq~ near X030 East Washington. Indlanapoi~s, IN 46202

488 Search Results SortBy:'WilhCoupons ~~]

By member request, highly-rated providers who also offer coupons are placed at the top of
search results. To sort providers using different criteria, such as distance or alphabetically by
name, use the Sort By drop down menu above your search results or add search filters.

Using search filters

To refine your results, there are a several different filters you can use to narrow your options.
These filters are in the vertical tool bar to the left of your results.

http://support.angieslist.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/54/~/understanding-and-sorting-search-results 1/2
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Refine Your Search
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Understanding and sorting search results

A86 Search Results Sort Bar. Wpm Ca,pans

y, [oucon

B & W Plumbing ~t

Residential 8 commercial plumdog, heating, air a ~ 5~~
conditioning, humdfiers, ar cleanere, UV lights, drain
leaning. sevrer line cleaning, water heaters. gas.

SNOIY W P

y, fAYPen

Service Plus n

Art conddioner and heat pump iepau. replacement.
plurnbing, sewer repair $ ieptacement.

s~o serv~c~ ui

Aqua Pro

Flumd ng and fixture repair w replacement, dram clogs
& df3i11 n13i0t4~ent8. ~n;Vn w318f hf18. SdwPf IiOP
repa.i and insta~lation & eloctric and gas water...

Cemere bsDd~nn of sewer lne
Through Ckenoul Dnly i7i'

Mr. Plumber

PiumAn~ sentco and repair, drain ciean~ng. sewer
ra~.r and r?pin;.pm?nt using "Ida D:g"trenchless

A soa
SM01M YRP

~J. CouDm

~.

SiM\P W P

~J, CuWd^

Using these filters, you can find companies that are closer to home by adjusting the distance
if Iters. You can also choose to view only companies that are Super Service Award winners or
Page of Happiness nominees within your results (if available) or find coupons or Big Deals.

The Filter by Keyword field at the bottom of the tool bar allows you to focus your searches. A
keyword search will scan through business descriptions, listed services, and member reviews to
find matches for your search terms. For example, instead of looking through the entire roofing
category for companies that have experience doing soffit repair, you can filter your results by
keyword to save time.

Home About Us Gift Memberships Business Center

Quick Tour Careers News Local Guides

How It Works The Bia Deal Anaie's 81oa Consumer Reviews by Cateoory
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~►n~ie~s list,
February 18, 2015

Angie's List Reports Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2014 Results

Gross member additions of 206, 671 in the fourth quarter of 2014 and 1, 242,485 for the full year 2014 with an average
cost per acquisition of $27 and $70, respectively
Revenue of $82.2 million for the fourth quarter of 2014 and $315.0 million for the full year 2014

. Adjusted EBITDA of $20.9 million for the fourth quarter of 2014 and $4.2 million for the full year 2014; operating income
of $15.9 million for the fourth quarter of 2014 and operating loss of $(10.4) million for the full year 2014
Fourth quarter earnings per share of $0.26; full year 2014 net loss per share of $(0.21)

INDIANAPOLIS, Feb. 18, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Angie's List, Inc. (Nasdaq:ANGI) announced today financial results for
the quarter and year ended December 31, 2014.

"We grew revenue, improved margins and, for the first year in company history, generated positive adjusted EBITDA, all while
investing to build our marketplace," said Angie's List CEO Bill Oesterle. "In the fourth quarter, we continued to execute on our
strategic objectives, including growing our member base and investing in our products. While we made progress transitioning to
our marketplace model, we see continued opportunities to propel it forward by improving transaction outcomes for both
consumers and service providers."

Key Operating Metrics

Three months ended

Total paid memberships (end of period)

Gross paid memberships added (in period)

Marketing cost per paid membership acquisition (in period)

First-year membership renewal rate (in period)

Average membership renewal rate (in period)

Participating service providers (end of period)

Total service provider contract value (end of period, in thousands)

12/31/2014 12/31/2013 Change

3,041,651 2,484,059 22%

206,671 224,702 (8)%

70% 71 % (1.0) pts

74% 75% (1.0) pts

51,614 46,329 11

$ 249,045 $ 194,137 28%

Twelve months ended 12/31/2014 12/31/2013 Change

Gross paid memberships added (in period) 1,242,485 1,218,258 2%

Marketing cost per paid membership acquisition (in period) $ 70 $ 72 (3)%

First-year membership renewal rate (in period) 73% 74% (1.0) pts

Average membership renewal rate (in period) 77% 78% (1.0) pts

Market Cohort Analysis

"We surpassed three million members in the fourth quarter, marking a major milestone and underscoring the value of our
services to consumers," continued Oesterle. "Membership continued to grow meaningfully across every cohort."

Service Average

Average

# of Revenue/

Cohort Markets Market

Pre-2003

2003-2007

2008-2010

Post 2010

Total

10 $ 7,485,052

35 5,653,860

103 363,118

105 44,578

253

Membership Provider Marketing

Revenue/Paid Revenue/Paid Expense/ Total Paid

Membership Membership Market Memberships

$ 32.81 $ 110.14 $ 1,327,562 576,980

29.41 102.16 1,388,742 1,657,882

16.47 43.09 191,065 681,796

12.70 30.91 55,472 124,993

3,041,651

Annual

Estimated Membership

Penetration Growth

Rate* Rate

15.6% 23%

12.3% 23%

12.5% 19%

7.7% 39%
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Cohort table presents financial and operational data for the twelve months ended December 31, 2074.

* Demographic information used in penetration rate calculations is based on a third-party study we commissioned in December
2014. According to the study, the number of U.S. households in our target demographic was 27 million.

Fourth Quarter Results

Total revenue for the fourth quarter of 2014 was $82.2 million, an increase of 19 percent compared to the prior year period.
Membership revenue in the fourth quarter of 2014 was $18.0 million, an increase of 2 percent compared to the prior year
period. Service provider revenue remains the largest and fastest growing component of total revenue at $64.1 million for the
quarter, representing a 26 percent growth rate year over year. Service provider revenue includes revenue from advertising
contracts and fees from e-commerce transactions. Advertising revenue was $58.1 million in the fourth quarter of 2014, an
increase of 29 percent compared to the year-ago period, and e-commerce revenue was $6.1 million, an increase of
approximately 1 percent year over year.

Marketing expense decreased 53 percent, or $6.1 million, compared to the year-ago period. Net income for the fourth quarter
was $15.3 million, with selling expense of $28.7 million and marketing expense of $5.5 million, compared to net income of $2.8
million, with selling expense of $24.6 million and marketing expense of $11.6 million, in the year-ago period. Adjusted EBITDA,
a non-GAAP financial measure, was $20.9 million for the fourth quarter as compared to $9.9 million for the same period in the
year-ago period. Adjusted EBITDA in the fourth quarter of 2014 includes an adjustment for aone-time, non-cash long-lived
asset impairment charge of $1.8 million related to the abandonment of certain capitalized website and software development
assets.

Full Year 2014 Results

Full year 2014 revenue was $315.0 million, an increase of $69.4 million, or 28 percent, from $245.6 million in the prior year.
Membership revenue for the full year was $73.1 million, representing a year over year increase of 12 percent, while service
provider revenue increased $61.6 million, or 34 percent, to $241.9 million for the current year as compared to $180.3 million in
2013.

Marketing expense was approximately $87.4 million in both 2013 and 2014, while total gross paid memberships added
increased to 1,242,485 in 2014 from 1,218,258 in 2013, resulting in a decrease in cost per acquisition to $70 for 2014 from
$72 in 2013.

Net loss was $12.1 million for the full year 2014, with selling expense of $117.2 million and marketing expense of $87.4 million,
compared to a net loss of $33.0 million, with selling expense of $90.1 million and marketing expense of $87.5 million, in the
prior year.

Adjusted EBITDA, a non-GAAP financial measure, was $4.2 million for the full year 2014, compared to an adjusted EBITDA loss
of $18.9 million in 2013.

At December 31, 2014, the balance of cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments was $64.3 million.

Business Outlook

The Company's financial and operating expectations for the full year 2015 are as follows:

Revenue of $357 million to $363 million
. Adjusted EBITDA of $28 million to $30 million

Angie's List, Inc.

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheets

(in thousands)

December 31, December 31,

2014 2013

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents $ 39,991 $ 34,803
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Short-term investments 24,268 21,055

Accounts receivable, net 15,141 12,385

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 18,120 13,701

Total current assets 97,520 81,944

Property, equipment and software, net 51,264 18,657

Goodwi II 1,145 1,145

Amortizable intangible assets, net 2,755 3,500

Other assets, noncurrent 1,854 397

Total assets $ 154,538 $ 105,643

Liabilities and stockholders' deficit

Accounts payable $ 5,490 $ 6,838

Accrued liabilities 23,189 21,770

Deferred membership revenue 33,767 35,560

Deferred advertising revenue 48,399 39,448

Total current liabilities 110,845 103,616

Long-term debt, net 58,854 14,918

Deferred membership revenue, noncurrent 4,744 4,909

Deferred advertising revenue, noncurrent 669 521

Other liabilities, noncurrent 1,600 169

Total liabilities 176,712 124,133

Stockholders' deficit:

Common stock 67 67

Additional paid-in-capital 265,895 257,505

Treasury stock (23,719) (23,719)

Accumulated deficit (264,417) (252,343)

Total stockholders deficit (22,174) (18,490)

Total liabilities and stockholders' deficit $ 154,538 $ 105,643

Angie's List, Inc.

Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations

(in thousands, except per share data)

Three Months Ended Twelve Months Ended
December 31, December 31,

2014 2013 2014 2013

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

Revenue

Membership $ 18,018 $ 17,709 $ 73,113 $ 65,307

Service provider 64,134 51,047 241,898 180,335

Total revenue 82,152 68,756 315,011 245,642

Operating expenses

Operations and support 13,347 10,654 52,760 40,072

Selling 28,698 24,561 117,176 90,143

Marketing 5,477 11,613 87,386 87,483

Product and technology 9,796 7,506 34,039 27,570

General and administrative 8,932 11,151 34,012 31,455

Total operating expenses 66,250 65,485 325,373 276,723

Operating income (loss) 15,902 3,271 (10,362) (31,081)
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Interest expense, net

Loss on debt extinguishment

Income (loss) before income taxes

Income tax expense (benefit)

Net income (loss)

Net income (loss) per common share -basic

Net income (loss) per common share -diluted

Weighted average common shares outstanding -basic

Weighted average common shares outstanding -diluted

Non-cash stock-based compensation

Operations and support

Selling

Product and technology

General and administrative

Total non-cash stock-based compensation

Reconciliation of net income (loss) to adjusted EBITDA (loss) (unaudited):

Net income (loss)

Income tax expense (benefit)

Interest expense, net

Depreciation and amortization

Non-cash stock-based compensation

Loss on debt extinguishment

Litigation settlement adjustment

Non-cash long-lived asset impairment charge

Adjusted EBITDA (loss)

624 473 1,203 1,868

- - 458 -

15,278 2.798 (12,023) (32,949)

6 (5) 51 40

$ 15,272 $ 2,803 $ 12,074 $ 3( 2,989)

$ 0.26 $ 0.05 $ (0.21) $ (0.57)

$ 0.26 $ 0.05 $ (0.21) $ (0.57)

58,517 58,429 58,510 58,231

58,517 58,893 58,510 58,231

$20 $12 $65 $64

105 46 397 147

18 182 856 136

1,801 1,158 6,571 3,717

$ 1,944 $ 1,398 $ 7,889 $ 4,064

$ 15,272 $ 2,803 $ (12,074) $ (32,989)

6 (5) 51 40

624 473 1,203 1,868

1,558 1,195 5,576 4,069

1,944 1,398 7,889 4,064

- - 458 -

(252) 4,000 (702) 4,000

1,778 - 1,778 -

$ 20,930 $ 9,864 $ 4,179 $ (18,948)

Angie's List, Inc.

Condensed Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(in thousands)

Operating activities

Net income (loss)

Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash (used in) provided by operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization

Non-cash long-lived asset impairment charge

Deferred income taxes

Amortization of debt discount, deferred financing fees and bond premium

Non-cash loss on debt extinguishment

Non-cash stock-based compensation expense

Changes in certain assets:

Accounts receivable

Three Months Ended Twelve Months Ended
December 3l, December 31,

2014 2013 2014 2013

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

$ 15,272 $ 2,803 $ (12,074) $ (32,989)

1,558 1,195 5,576 4,069

1,778 - 1,778 -

11 6 11 6

177 107 478 527

- - 266 -

1,944 1,398 7,889 4,064

(891) (1,749) (2,756) (4,598)
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Prepaid expenses and other current assets 126 1,349 (4,419) 6,159

Changes in certain liabilities:

Accounts payable (10,498) 2,024 (2,952) (1,151)

Accrued liabilities (8,962) (13,711) 3,691 7,712

Deferred advertising revenue 825 4,018 9,099 16,595

Deferred membership revenue 4,661 (1.982) (1,958) 8,512

Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities (3,321) (4,542) 4,629 8,906

Investing activities

Purchases of investments (13,507) (5,242) (26,671) (32,814)

Sales of investments 5,960 5,123 23,360 21,978

Acquisition of business assets - - - (2,150)

Property, equipment and software (3,831) (1,417) (16,735) (7,102)

Capitalized website and software development costs (7,337) (1,000) (20,122) (1,000)

Intangible assets (143) (68) (984) (769)

Net cash used in investing activities (18,858) (2,604) (41,152) (21,857)

Financing activities

Proceeds from exercise of stock options - 340 501 5,116

Principal payments on long-term debt - - (15,000) -

Proceeds from long-term debt issuance - - 60,000 -

Fees paid to lender - - (1,210) -

Cash paid for financing fees (78) - (1,957) -

Payment of contingent consideration from acquisition of assets - - (500) -

Payments on capital lease obligations 71 - 123 -

Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities 149) 340 41,711 5,116

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents $ (22,328) $ (6,806) $ 5,188 $ (7,835)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period 62,319 41,609 34,803 42,638

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 39,991 $ 34,803 $ 39,991 $ 34,803

Conference Call Information

The Company will host a conference call on February 18, 2015 at approximately 8:30 AM (ET) / 5:30 AM (PT) to discuss the
quarterly financial results with the investment community. A live audio webcast of the event will be available on the Angie's List
Investor Relations website at http://investor.angieslist.com/.

A live domestic dial-in is available at (877) 380-5664 or (253) 237-1143 internationally. An audio replay will be available at
(855) 859-2056 domestically or (404) 537-3406 internationally, using Conference ID 75743086 through February 24, 2015.

About Angie's List

Angie's List helps facilitate happy transactions between more than three million consumers nationwide and its collection of
highly-rated service providers in 720 categories of service, ranging from home improvement to health care. Built on a
foundation of authentic reviews of local service, Angie's List connects consumers directly to its online marketplace of services
from member-reviewed providers, and offers unique tools and support designed to improve the local service experience for
both consumers and service professionals.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures

In addition to providing financial measurements based on generally accepted accounting principles in the United States
(GAAP), Angie's List has disclosed in this press release financial information that has not been prepared in accordance with
GAAP. This information includes non-GAAP Adjusted EBITDA, which Angie's List defines as earnings before interest, income
taxes, depreciation, amortization, non-cash stock-based compensation, the loss on debt extinguishment, the litigation
settlement adjustment and the non-cash long-lived asset impairment charge. Angie's List uses Adjusted EBITDA internally in
analyzing its financial results and has determined to disclose this measure to investors because it believes it will be useful to
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them, as a supplement to GAAP measures, in evaluating Angie's List's operating performance relative to its industry sector and
competitors. Angie's List believes that the use of Adjusted EBITDA provides additional insight for investors to use in evaluation
of ongoing operating results and trends. However, non-GAAP financial measures such as Adjusted EBITDA should not be
considered in isolation from, or as a substitute for, financial information prepared in accordance with GAAP. Angie's List has
significant uses of cash flows, including capital expenditures and other contractual commitments, interest payments and income
taxes that are not reflected in adjusted EBITDA. Adjusted EBITDA does not consider the potentially dilutive impact of issuing
non-cash stock-based compensation to Angie's List's management and other employees. It should also be noted that other
companies, including companies in the same industry, may calculate Adjusted EBITDA in a different manner than Angie's List.
Angie's List has provided a reconciliation of the Adjusted EBITDA measure to the most directly comparable GAAP financial
measure.

Forward-Looking and Cautionary Statements

This press release contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995, including statements regarding expected revenue, future marketing expense and growth opportunities. These forward-
looking statements are based on Angie's Lists current assumptions, expectations and beliefs and involve substantial risks and
uncertainties that may cause results, performance or achievement to materially differ from those expressed or implied by these
forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to: our ability
to accurately measure and predict revenue per paid membership, membership acquisition costs or costs associated with
servicing our members; our ability to protect our brand and maintain our reputation among consumers and local service
providers; our ability to attract and retain local service providers to advertise on our service; our ability to increase our pricing
on memberships and service provider contracts as we increase our market penetration; our ability to replicate our business
model in our less penetrated markets; our success in converting consumers and local service providers into paid memberships
and participating service providers; competitive factors; our ability to stay abreast of modified or new laws and regulations
applying to our business, including those regarding sales or transaction taxes and privacy regulation; our ability to adequately
protect our intellectual property; our ability to manage our growth; and general economic conditions worldwide.

Further information on these factors and other risks that may affect our business is included in filings we make with the
Securities and Exchange Commission from time to time, including Angie's List's Annual Report on Form 10-K and its
subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K.

These documents are or will be available online from the SEC or on the SEC Filings section of the Investor Relations section of
our website at http://investor.angieslist.com. Information on our website is not part of this release. All forward-looking
statements in this press release are based on information currently available to us, and we assume no obligation to update
these forward-looking statements in light of new information or future events.

CONTACT: Investor Relations:

Leslie Arena

317-808-4527

lesliea@angieslist.com

Public Relations:

Debra DeCourcy, APR

317-396-9134

debra.decourcy@angieslist.com
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9 0 Securities Act(s) Cases 9. 0 All other Diversity Cases 

IO. o Social Security Review Cases (Please specify) 

11. o All other Federal Question Cases 

(Please specify)-------------------

ARBITRATION CERTIFICATION 

th J G f Id (Check Appropriate Category) 
--~n_e ___ . __ r_u_n_e _______ __, counsel of record do hereby certify: 

'V'1'u uant to Local Civil Rule 53.2, Section 3(c)(2), that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the damages recoverable in this civil action case exceed the sum of 

50,0 00 exclusive of interest and costs; 

Relief other than monetary damages is sought, 

,{4~1~-
1 Attorney-at-Law 

84121 DATE: 03/11 /2015 
Attomeyl.D.# 

NOTE: A trial de nova will be a trial by jury only if there has been compliance with f.KC.P, 38, 

I certify that, to my knowledge, the within case is not relate to an · case now pending or within one year previously terminated action in this court 
except as noted above. 

DATE: 03/11/2015 84121 
Attorney-at-Law Attorney LD.# 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CASE MANAGEMENT TRACK DESIGNATION FORM 

Janelle Moore, on Behalf of Herself all All 
Others Similarly Situated, 

CIVIL ACTION 

v. 15 
Angie's List, Inc. NO. 

In accordance with the Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan of this court, counsel for 
plaintiff shall complete a Case Management Track Designation Form in all civil cases at the time of 
filing the complaint and serve a copy on all defendants. (See§ 1 :03 of the plan set forth on the reverse 
side of this form.) In the event that a defendant does not agree with the plaintiff regarding said 
designation, that defendant shall, with its first appearance, submit to the clerk of court and serve on 
the plaintiff and all other parties, a Case Management Track Designation Form specifying the track 
to which that defendant believes the case should be assigned. 

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASE MANAGEMENT TRACKS: 

(a) Habeas Corpus - Cases brought under 28 U.S.C. § 2241 through§ 2255. ( ) 

(b) Social Security - Cases requesting review of a decision of the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services denying plaintiff Social Security Benefits. ( ) 

(c) Arbitration- Cases required to be designated for arbitration under Local Civil Rule 53.2. 

(d) Asbestos - Cases involving claims for personal injury or property damage from 
exposure to asbestos. ( ) 

( e) Special Management - Cases that do not fall into tracks (a) through ( d) that are 
commonly referred to as complex and that need special or intense management by 
the court. (See reverse side of this form for a detailed explanation of special 
management cases.) 

(f) Standard Management- Cases that do not fall into any one of the other tracks. 
/) 

(_/ 
03/11/2015 

Date 

(215) 985-9177 

Telephone 

(Civ. 660) 10/02 

Ruben Honik, Esquire 
Kenneth J. Grunfeld, Esquire 

Attorney-at-law 

(215) 985-4169 

FAX Number 

Plaintiffs 
Attorney for 

rhonik@golombhonik.com 
kgrunfeld@golombhonik.com 

E-Mail Address 
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